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PA lithe!!

The phenosenel accelerotion in the mobility of population
during the past half century hue engendered new and different
ituations of language contact throughout the world. Thee* hove
often created soolol problems tor the states whose acmial
structure is based on the assueption that all citiaena under;mond the notional towage.
In Zurope the immigrant population has been counted in the
talltans, and the numbet; increeeed with tIle birth rate of each
immigrant group. According to the usual scenario for immigrant

eseimilation tho omnipresence and prestige of the national
language guaranteea the integration of succeeding generations

into the mainetream resulting In the eventual disappearance of

the minority languages.

In contemporary turope, the scenario has not been that
simple. The gradual regionalization of rurope upon economic and
linguistic lines counterweighted by its progressive unification
is initiating new centres of attraction independently of those
which the political nationaliem of the nineteenth century had
developed in the process of creating the nation-state.
One of the regions the most ready and at the sane time the
rich
base
area

best prepared for this evolution is Catalonis - with its
cultural and linguistic heritage, and its solid economic
attracting to it large numbers of workers who enter the
speaking no other language than a variety of Castilian

'and

having to work tor or with Catalan bilinguals. It is the linguis-

tic component of this situation which is here described and
analysed.

what is therefore unique about the situation which this
book depicts is the assimilation into a regional language of a
displaced population speaking a variety of a national - indeed
of an international language. An understanding of this interesting process should help us weigh the relative importance of
factors involved in language shift and the language assimilation
of immigrant peoples.

Host of the literature to date on the assimilation of

immigrants has bean purely descriptive. What is unique about the
present study is that it is also explicative. By means of a well
designed experiment coupled with a rigorous quantification of
data, Albert Bastardas has tried to provid some answers to the

basic questions of how, why,

to what extent and uhder what

conditions a second generation of immigrants adopts the language
of its environment. In the process he has devised an Important
iv

theoretical model of considerable predicting power. On the WAG
of this model he has demonstrated how the modification of
language behavior depends equally on the context in which the
language le used and the competence of the speakers using it.
Hie nolueione are particularly important in the area of policy
development for language survival and revival.
It le now evident that it a language cannot expand through
the superior birth rate of its speakers, it mat depend for its
renewal on the assimilation of immigrants. The ability of the

Catalan language and culture to Attract new epeakere seems
crucial to the expansion of the language.

This study by nbert 5eotards:0 le one of the taw to agtdrese

the probleme involved in the process of eaeimilation. Tor all
those reasons the readers of the following pages, whether they
be interested in the process, the techniques or in the situation
itself will find this clear and well-structured account to bo
useful, Informative and indeed, rewarding.

miJilan F, Mackey
International Centre tor Research on ililingualisn
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CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION

1. Spain: the Geographical, Political and Linguistic Contexts*

Spain occupies the greater part of the Iberian Peninsula/
situated in the extreme south-west of the continent of Europe.

It extends over 504,781 sq.kms. and its population in 1981
amounted to 37,746,260. Distributed irregularly over the area of
the State/ its inhabitants have tended to concentrate in the
coastal zones, with some isolated nuclei, such as Madrid and
Zaragoza, in the interior. Thus, the average density of population on the periphery exceeds, in general, 100 per sq.km. while
in inland zones it drops to around 25 per sq. kM.. In 1981 the
active working population totalled 12,886,800 (34.2% of the
whole) made up as follows: primary, 18.6%; secondary/ 36.4% and
services 45%. Because of the current economic crisis however,
there is a very considerable volume of unemployed (15.8% of the

active population as of the second quarter 1982), with a

particularly high incidence in Andalusia, Catalonia/ the Basque
country and Madrid.

Politically, a new Constitution has been in force since
1978 which/ radically modifying the authoritarian system imposed
in 1939, instituted a bicameral parliamentary monarchy, confirm-

ed all the customary rights and liberties of the Western

democracies and permitted the formation of autonomous communities. However, in spite of the fact that it acknowledges the

existence in Spain of different nationalities/ having their own
legislative and executive powers in several important sectors/
the new Constitution does not recognize their right of selfdetermination and established, in contrast, a single sovereign
authority for the whole State. In the linguistic domain,

Castilian - also known as Spanish - is maintained as the
official language throughout the State, although the new

constitutional principles, breaking away from the previous four
decades, authorize the co-official status of other languages in
their respective autonomous communities.

The language predominantly used by the majority of

Spaniards is Castilian, although some 24% of the population
speak one of the other languages which, according to zone, are

used in Spain. viz. Catalan,Galician and Basque. Asturian-11171:-71EUTIF-was made possible thanks to a scholarship from the

Fundación Juan March, within the framework of its Program of
Studies on Autonomous Territories. The field work in Catalonia
relied on a research grant from the CIRIT of the Generantat of
Catalonia (AR83-16).
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FIGURE 1
Spain: Minority Language Areas and Population

A) Galician

A) Basque
B) Basque Country
C) 2.642,334 (7.0%)

13) Galicia

C) 2,753.836 (7.29%)
0) 76% (19772) / 505%

D) 22%(19753) / 1.5%
ActurianLeonese
Aragonese

Aranese

CASTILIAN-4
A) Catalan
13) Catalonia

C) 6.380.654 (16.90%)
DI 61% (19853) / 10.3%

A) Catalan
B) Valencia
C) 3,646,765 (9,66%)
01 55% (19793) / 5,3%

A) Catalan
B) Balearic Isles
C) 685.088 (1.81%)

01 74%(19784) / 1,3%

A) es Native and co-official language

B) z. Autonomous Community
C)
Total No. of inhabitants in 1981 and % In respect of total population of Spain*
0) ng Approximate %of persons spooking the native and co-official language in the Autonomous Community and %
in respoct of total population of Spain

AIERBE, Pelle. "Situacien general y estoler del bilingiiismo en Euskadr. en: 8iguan. Miguel (coord). Longuae y &Woody, an el
imbiro del Estado (spelot Barcelona: Edition's de la Univ. de Barcelona. 1983.
3

3

FERNANDEZ. Mauro. "LA shuación do la lengua en Galicia: la lingua de los wolves" en Siouan Miguel Itoord). Leagues r Educediki en el isnblro del Estado &pale. Barcelona: Edition's de le Univ. de Barcelona. 1983.

MIRA. J.F. PobZscdl#.nguaWPess Vakncli. Valencia: Instituci6 Mons el Magninirn. 1981.

41819LIONII

Sancta, Jayne. i R. Junytnt. "Informs sabre rds del cetals Custom's, Pais Valencia i illes Balears". AtriPeCtive Social
14 (luly-Oecernber 1979), P. 181471*

sD

Y N (commissioned by duo Dlrectle GOMM de Poiftica Linea (mica Gernerslitat do Catalunya). &swam di soguirrwor del le. cues

(linpuldithad data).

Gran Eneklooddle Ortolan*. Vol. 18 (Suplernern). Barcelona: Enciclopedia Catslana. 1983.
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FIGURE 2
Maps of Spain showing net migration. partial, per region
Annual average 19621965 and the year 1970*
Years 19621965
44004.4
COVNITII

All.eratory balance

Year 1970
SAM*

v 14.1140

Oldidminin,arIv. ropions, Wont 1978,
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Leonese (or "bable") Aragonese (or "fable") and Aranese also
exist, but demographically to a much lnsser extent. The great'
majority of those speaking languages other than Castilian are
bilingual, firstly, because their schooling has been in castilian only, and secondly, because Castilian is exclusively used
in the immense majority of, if not all, public and official
business, in observance of the norms ruling in Spain up to the
death of the former head of state, General Franco. As stated
above, under the row constitutional order the other three
languages, Catalan, Galician and Basque, have been declared
co-official with Castilian in their respective autodomous
communities: Catalonis/Valencia/Balearic Isles in the case of
Catalan; Galicia in that of Galician; and the Basque country in
that of Basque. Additionally, seeing that linguistic regions do
not always coincide with historical administrative frontiers,
Catalan also enjoys "respect and protection" in that strip of
the autonomous community of Araon which borders on Catalonia,
as does also Basque in Navarra. The opportunity for them to
become incorporated in functions of public use has greatly
speeded up the processes of codifying and extending the knowledge and practice of these other, non-Castilian, langutmes, with

the result that at the present tine at least three major
language-planning operations, of enormous interest in the
formulation of theories in this field, are under way in Spain.

With the new "status" acquired in the current political
situation, these recuperative processes in respect of the
Catalan, Galician and Basque languages, find themselves up

against - among other objective difficulties - the factor of the

lack of linguistic homogeneity.of the population presently
living in their traditional domain or in their autonomous
community. With notable differences, depending on language and
zone, the three major processes of linguistic planification have
in common the presence in their territory of large contingents
of persons who, mainly either because of inter-generational
language shifts in favour of Castilian in the context of the

previous situation, or because of immigration from other
Castilian-speaking zones of Spain, only speak Castilian and not
the native language of the area. The first of these causes,

inter-generational language shifts (the abandonment of the
native language of the community in favour of Castilian), has

historically occurred with great intensity in the Pasque country
and also, although to -.. lesser degree since it is more recent,
in the upper social levels of Galicia. In the Catalan-speaking
domain, the phenomenon fluctuates from region to region. It is
more pronounced in Valencia and less so in Catalonia and the

Balearics. The second major factor - linguistic migrations

within the Spanish state -, while it has been of lesser influence in Galicia and the Balearics, him certainly been intensely so
at different stages durin the 20ta century, and especially in

the period 1960-75, in Catalonia

Valencia and the Basque

country, all of which are zones of high-rate industrial expansion.

5

The presence of these considerable contingents of speech-

area immigrants (Kboss, 1971)

coming from traditionally
Castilian-speaking zones of Spain, in areas where the mother
tongue is a language other than Castilian, apart from representing a serious obstacle for the linguistic organisation of the

affected zones - by recuperative measures in defence of the

native tongue - gives rise to a complexity of situations highly
interesting to sociolinguistic research. In this respect, the
present study centres r'scifically on the Autonomous Community
of Catalonia, which is the community which has advanced furthest
in the normalization of the use of its own language and the zone
which has had to admit most Castilian-speaking immi4rants from
the interior in the last few decades.

catulonia: Its History, Language and People

Catalonia lies in the extreme north-east of the Iberian
Poninsula between the Mediterranean Sea and the autonomous

nommunity of Aragon. It occupies an area of 35,875 sq.kms. and
its population in 1981 was 6,380,654 (comprising 16.9% of the
total population of the Spanish state and 59.6% of that of the
Catalan-speaking territories). 6.7% of the working popalation
are in the primary sector, 47.6% in the secondary and 45.7% in
the tertiary sector.

A de facto independent country from the Xth cerltury,
C.ttaZonia lived through an epodh of splendour in the =Ira' and
XIVta centuries during which it expanded its political and,

generally speaking, its linguistic domain towards the south of
the peninsula (Valencia) and in the Mediterranean (the Balearic

Islands and other less lasting possessions). In the XVItn
century, for dynastic reasons Catalonia came under the same
sovereignty as the kingdom of Castile and Leon although it

continued to enjoy an extensive political autonomysin what mighg
be termed the "confederal" context. However from the XVIIIn
century onwards and because of its defeat in the War of Succession contested by the Archduke Charles of Austria and Philip of
Anjou Catftlonia came to be ruled within the framework of a
stron4ly centralist and unitarian state governed directly by the
Council of Castile, thus resulting in the disappearance of its
autonomous institutions and laws. Once integrated in the new
Spanish state, Catalonia was to be subjected to the historical
vicissitudes of Spain with the conflicts between absolutism and

liberalism, the two brief republican spells (1873-74 and

1931-39) and the long dictatorship from 1939 to 1975. Today,
having had no self-governing institutions of its own since 1714
(apart from the short repdblican period 1931-39), Catalonia has
the Generalltat - consisting of the autonomous Government and
Parliament - which since 1979 has had considerable legislative
and executive powers in such fields as, for instance, civil law,
cultural affairs, public works, education, social services,
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etc., although in some espects these aro still subject to basic
norms dictated by the legislative bodies of the central Spanish
state.

The native language of Catalonia - and the rest of the
territories conquered by her in the Middle Ages and now integrated in the state of Spain - is Catalan. Basically derived
from VUlgar Latin like the rest of the Romance languages,
Catalan, together with Latin and Aragonese, was the language
generally used by political and official bodies during the
period of Catalan indepapOence. With the disappearance of the

royal court in the XVIvu century on the accession to the

Catalan-Aragonase throne of the same king who was ruler of the

kingdom of Castile-Leon, the introduction of Castilian at
cultured levels gathered pace, having already begun in the
previous century when used for certain literary and court

purpenses following the enthronement in Catalonia of the alien
Trastamarm dynasty after tho Catalan-Aragonese royal house was
left wtth no direct descendant. Nevertheless Catalan continued
to be,o_in normal use in official and public functions up to the
XVInw, century, when a deliberate policy aimed at substituting
Castilian for Catalan was instituted by the new Bourbon rftime
set up by Philip of Anjou. Peri passu with the modernization and
aggrandisement of the State organization, the CsItilian tongue
continued to maks inroads in Catalonia. The generalized expansion of teaching was to bring with it a greater correlative
exposure to the new language in social strata, thitherto remote
from it, whidh would prosmessively become bilingualized, albeit

irregularly in the XIXacontury but more amply and in the
majority sense in the XX"' century. The appearance of new mass
media was also to contribute decisively to consolidating the
spread of Castilian in Catalonia in the present century, since,
in general, radio as well as television and the cinema were to
use Castilian systematically and exclusively right up to end of
the 70,s.

Catalan having been progtossively relegated to use tp
private spheres, the dawning of the Romantic movement in XlIta
century Europe was reflected in Catalonia by the eruption of a
social driving force %/blob was to encourage the use - in poetry
and folklore - of Catalan and was then to develop into a
coherent pattern embodying nationalistic reassertion and full
linguistic normality for the language, at the end of the
centary. At the beginning of the XXv.41 century thia movement
to translate itself into political triumphs with its arrival was
to
power in local government bodies and with the institutionalization of the Hancomunitat de Catalunya, the uniting of the four
provincial local administration bodies (Barcelona. Girona,
Lleida and Tarragona). This new institution, with the tolerance
of the Madrid government, was to adopt Catalan as the official
common language and, fp: a result, to press for its codification,
its formal and written knowledge and its use as public
tions. This process was interrupted in 1923 with the onset funcof a
new authoritarian phase, but was to be recommenced in 1931 after
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the proclamation of the Xi Spanish Republic* which peraitted the

reinstitution in Catalonia of the*Genara:ltat and the formal

declaration of Catalan as the co-official language in Catalonia.
Until 1939, this new situation permitted further progress to be
made in extending the public and official use of Catalan by
autonomous Catalan government bodies. The process of codifying

was also to be advanced t.y the appearance of the normative

Dictionary, and Catalan would thonceforth be usod by the Press

and in broadcasting as yell as being taught obligatorily

throughout the educational system. Once again the process was
brought to a halt, this Una by the Spanish civil war and the
accession to power of General Franco, who was to instal a =gime
totally inimical to any kanifestation whatsoever of Catalan
identity. The use of Catalan officially and in public was
prohibited and once again a phase occurred in which its use was
=striated to private circles.

The new Constitutions of 1976, proclaiming a democratic
governmental swats* and the right to autonomy of the nationalities xisting in Spain, askant that Catalan again bocame a coofficial language in Catalonia and in the other territories in
its traditional linguistic domain. The resstablishel autonomous
institutions constituting the Genaralitat do catalunya adopted
as official policy the normalization of the use of Catalan in
all official and public activities. This involved the introduc-

tion of Catalan in schools, curricula and its progressive
adoption - although still in a minority capacity - as a vahicu-

lar language in the educational system. Today, not only is

Catalan an obligatory subject in Catalan schools but its use as

the language of instruction is slim scheduled in certain

subjects, together with Castilian in the case of others, with
the aim of achieving a fully bilingual population. Likewise, in
parallel with the two State channels transmitting predoainantly

in Castilian, Catalan now has its own television channel,

operating under the jurisdiction of the autonomous Parliamont.
Similarly, Catalan institutions are trying to promote the use of
Catalan in the public sphere, viz, in cultural, commercial,
advertising and spare time activities, etc..
Neverthelass, the present linguistic policy of the Catalan

government is conditioned by the prosence in Catalonia of a

great mass of persons of Castilian-speaking origin - fruit of
the internal migrations in Spain in the present century, and
principally those in the period 1960-75 - which today constitu-

tes around half of the total population of Catalonia. The
origin represents then a transcendental modification of the
Catalan reality and a factor of enormous importance in the

oxistenco of this multitude of persons of non-Catalan linguistic
present process of re-Catalanization of public life.

The majority of this displaced population dacided upon its
place of residence by concentrating in the more industrialized

towns, especially in the province of Barcelona, which has
contributed to the formation of entire neighbourhoods numerical-
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ly of immigrant predominance and having scant contact with the
autochthonous community. Overall, it would seam that in the

whole of Catalonia the proportion of inhabitants in this
category who use Catalan regularly does not exceed 25% (Bibiloni, 1979), although the majority ovn to understanding Catalan.

The autonomous Government is consequently striving for
full bilingualization in Catalan of the whole of this immigrant-origin mass, with the aim of achieving a linguistic balance
between all its citizens (since Catalans are also required by
the constitution to know Castilian), in order to ensure that in
the future Catalan shall once again be the common language of
the inhabitants of Catalonia.

3. rifinition of the Problem and Ains of the Research Project
Because of their future presence, the policy is principally aimed at persons in the second generaticn of the imigrants
who arrived in such vast numbers from 1960 onwards. Tb2 full
integration of children of immigrants into a Catalan society
displaying a bilingualization on a practically native level is a

phenomenon already known in Catalonia as a result of past
migrations which, although not so multitudinous, had already

occurred in this century (1910-1930). Even without it lasing used
and taught in schools, except for the brief period of the Second
Republic (1931-39), the first descendants of immigrant parents,
as well as the first generation provided they arrived at an
early enough age, generally acquired Catalan by social osmosis
with the host population.

However, recently in Catalonia some voices have been heard
affirming that, contrary to what happened in the case of earlier
migrations, the majority of second generation immigrants in the
last period referred to do not behave linguistically as their

predecessors did in the past. Vallverda (1980a) spots the

problem and, on 1975 data, asserts that for the most part the
present first descandants of the last immigrant waves did not
know Catalan. Similarly, Strubell (1981) qualifies as a wnyth"
the belief current in Catalonia that because that nation had
always absorbed earlier migrations the autoaatic integration and
assimilation of the more recent massive displacoments could also
be anticipated now.

Prom the still not very abundant empirical information
currently available on the linguistic state of second generation
immigrants, Ln Barcelona province (Arnau 6 Boada, 1975/ Calsamiglia 6 Tusdn, 1980) and throughout Catalonia as a whole (Genera-

litat, 1983 and 1984: SEM, 1983), it would sees that the
conclusion can be dravn that, except in areas of profound
immigrant density, where greater difficulty in acquiring an
understanding of the language already exists, there is taking
offset a generalized process of receptive bilingualitation, but,
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on the other hand, the process of expressive bilingualization is
far lees advanced. In the whole of getelonia, 'the proportion of
Castilian-apeaking pupils in the ea Grade of SG'S (9-10 years
olds) in 1981-82 who had a sound capacity for connunicating in
Catalan did not amount to sore thar 30% (Generalitat 1983). In
the sane way, the najority of these pupils in the 186 Course of
SUP or FP (14-18 years olds) in 1982-83 displayed a marked
insufficiency in their Ability to express themselves orally in
this second language (MEC, 1983). The phenomenon of a lower
acquisition of expreusive competence in Catalan is also to be
found in nuclei, other than those situated in netropolitut areas
of high immigrant density, where the assimilation of earlier
migrant groups had been comnonplace.

It is the intention therefor* of this study to mike for a
better understanding of the present process of bil!.ngualization
of second generation innigrants. In particular, we *hall sin to
clarify the interrelations which arise in this process between

linguistic context, behaviour and competence, all of which

dinensions we consider to be extrenely important in the grasping
of any extra-fanily social bilingualization phenomenon.

Research into the mastery of Catalan by second generation
immigrants is doubly interesting for its potential contribution

towards inproving their prospects in the process of their

bilingualization and for its possible empirical contribution to
the sociolinguistic theory of the acquisition of second languages to be found in the individual's environment. As regards the
first aspect, our study sets out to cooperate in filling the
vacuun in omptrical information About bilingualization of the
second generation immigrant in Catalonia, principally in nonmetropolitan zones, that is, in areas in which the non-Catalan
population constitutes an entity equilibrated with the autochthanes, in a world of controlled nobility, generally within the
confines of an urban or municipal nucleus, where interaction
between groups is potentially still possible. This knowledge of
Catalan sociolinguistic experience is equally interesting from
the international point of view, since it deals with a not very
connon case of linguistic innigration within the State itself,
in which lumbers of the group speaking the predominant language

MOM in large lumbers to a sone traditionally speaking a
ninority language, which still lacks adequate resources tor
governmental control on the part of the host area on intervention in the bilingualization process of individual insigrants. A
new situation is involved therefore, whidh potentially can bring

to light elements that any have remained hidden in other

processs in Which different tactors aro involved.

The fora of this research is belled on the triangle
comprising the three dimensions mentioned earlier herein context, behaviour and competence - and the links and common
influences between its three vertices.
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Consequently, our hypotheses from the outset are:

2.

There exists a significant correlation between
context and behaviour.
There exists a significant correlation between

3.

There exists a significant correlation between

1.

context end competence.

behaviour and competence.

The linguistic context conprises all instrunents surTound-

ing the individual which emit messages in natural speech*

whether they come from other persons and are addressed to him,
or not (as in the case of mechanical communication 'media)
Mackey, 1976; Elliot* 1951). Linguistic behsviour refers to the
real communicative use that the individual makes of his or her
expressive faculties in any given language. Competence, on the
other hand, can be defined as the combination of knowledge and

capacity allowing the individual to understand and utter
messsges in any natural language.

The whole process of linguistic acquisition is seen in our
research as an interaction between the innate mental structure
of the individual and his or her linguistic environment (Dulay,
1952). Context, then, will play a crucial role in deternining
the linguistic activity of the individual* since it will provide
the opportunity for learning languages and will govern their
use. The distinction between behaviour and competence is also
important in view of their probably close relationship but also
their very important difference betwen possession of knowledge
and the use to which it is put.

4. Methodology
4.1 The construction of concepts

With the aim of giving operative content to the dimensions
whose relationships we set out to study, a process of dividing
these concepts internally was carried out. The general linguistic context* which takes into consideration all the exposures of

the individual to the language encountered in his or her
environsento
was divided into social context and the comeunica-

tion midis. Social context consists of the linguistic input
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whidh reaches the individual by Deans of tha other social beings
presont in his or her surroundings. Thexe surroundlags were

divided into domains of foci*/ activity, with particular
reference to those of more importance tor the age of the pore=
investigated; the tinily, the neighbourhood, the school,
organized recreational activities and the group of friends. It
also includes the stills Imparted by ter:bore - in a hierarchical social relationship - as a result of obligatory =tooling.
Comnunication media comprise television, radio, cinema/theatre
and those involving written matter.

The dimensions of context are basically twos spectator
linguistic exposure and interlocutory linguistic expocum 7110

Corner, spectator exposure, refers to the input which the
subject absorbs as a result of participeting in interactions

which arise in social circles, even though these may not involme
the individual directly. In contrast, interlocutory linguistic
exposure c4mprises the messages which are addressed directly to
the individual receiving than.

Quantification of these dineneions is, in general, on a
scale of three positions ("always or nearly always in Catalano,
"approximately equally in Cet41an and Castillie, "always or
neerly always in castilian").

Context

also includes tt.

of specific ambits accordt

.

assessment of the social nake-up

.0 the origins of the persons

present therein. This is Ind.'
Id on scales from 0 to 100, 0
representing the total absence o Catalan-origin population end
199 the contrary.
Audiovisual commanication media are measured on a scale of

five positions running tron lesser to greater frequency 844

intensity.

Exposures by mans of media involving written matter are
neasured, according to their =ciliation, over three positions,
ranging tram greater to lesser incidence of Catalan which, as in
the majority of other cases, is *Ways the inverse situation
with regard to castilian.
Linguistic behaviour follows the same pattern of operationalization in ambits of social activity as that already

mentioned, and is also measured on a scale of three positions.

Linguistic competence was categorized in terms of under-

standing, expression end colloquial fluency of Catalan. The

first of these dimensions refers to the capacity to understand
messages transmitted in Catalan, the =awl the ability to utter
them and the third dimension indicates the degree to which this
second facility has been developed. The three variables consist
of three positions in ascending order of degree of mastery or
development of the IsmAgrant groupos second Language.
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Competence, additionally includes two other dimensions,
bilinguality and interference. The former refers to the overall
or global linguistic knowledge of the individual expressed in

terms of assessment of the balance between his or her two
languages or the dominance of one over the other. The latter, on
the other hand, represents the degree to which one language has

an influence on the vocabulary of the other in a personls
utterances. Bilinguality is measured on a scale oscillating
between -1 (dominance of Castilian) and +1 (dominance of

Catalan) in which the point 0 denotes a balance between the two
languages. Interference can vary between 0 and 100. 0 represents
the total absence of one language exerting any influence on the
end-product expressed in the other and 100 indicates the other
extreme.

4.2 Selection of the locality and group

The locality chosen for the carrying out of our research
was Vilafranca del Pened6s, situated in the Alt Penediss region
of Barcelona province some 50 kms from the city of Barcelona
itself. This town had the following features for the purposes of
our study: a) The ratio between indigenous population and
immigrants (approximately 60:40) favoured a potentially frequent
interaction ,between one and the other - a necessary framework in

non-family social bilingualization processes -, a situation
which could not be found in other localities with a denser
immigrant population; b) It constituted a universe of controlled

mobility, that is to say, its inhabitants generally live and
work in the same municipality, which facilitates control of the
variables; and c) The locality had already been the object of
earlier studies by the present author (vide Bastardas, 1985), a

fact which meant that there existed a more comprehensive

knowledge of the milieu and greater scope for ensuring collaboration during the process of compiling data.

The persons chosen for the study were between 9 and 16
years old. We divided them into three sub-groups, two extremes
and one in the middlek_,9-10 years, 12-13 years and 15-16 years,
corresponding to the 4.11 and 7th Grades 4 EGB (Educacid General
Bilsica -primary education). and to the 2n" Grade of BUP (Batx11-

lerat Unificat 1 Pollvalent -secondary education) and FP
(Formació Professional) - lst Grade (secondary education),

respectively. Thus we picked individuals who, for a reasonable

period of time, had already experienced exposure to bilin-

gualization mechanisms - both in the natural or informal context
as well as at school - but who had not yet reached the age at
which they would become incorporated in the working world, a
circumstance which exposes everyone to countless new and very
important factors. At the lower end, the subjects had already

learnt to write and were therefore capable of using this
mechanism for uttering their items in the written form of
expression. At the top end, the age of 15-16 years was the
oldest at which we could get to a large number of adolescents
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still at school, thus enabling us to include those who still
were in the BUP course and those taking the first grade of FP
(Professional Training) - the stage at which many adolescents
about to start work end their school life.

4.3 Measuring instruments

The main measuring instruments of the operationalized
entities were the subjective sociolinguistic questionnaire and
contextualized vocabulary-count testa (see Appendix A), which
are already traditional methods in sociolinguistic bibliography

(Fishman, 1973.a), although they had to be adapted to our

particular circumstances.

Contextualized vocabulary-count (word-naming) exercises
were used with the aim in mind of being able to obtain from the
individuals questioned objective ratings of their linguistic
proficiency by ascertaining the extent of their vocabulary. The
exercises consisted of short-duration tests in which the subject
was required to express as many words as he or she knew on a
series of specific subjects generally related to some areas of
social activity. The exercises are carried out separately on the
same topics in each of the languages of the individual questioned, thus enabling a comparison to be made of his or her output

in each language and a coefficient to be calculated on the

person's proficiency in one language with respect to the other.

The choice of topics presented to our subjects was the
result of combining the criteria of maximum contextual coalescence (that is to say, eliminating themes which might have led
to ambiguous interpretation), clear relationship with a specific
social ambit (in order to have other indices of linguistic usage
in it), and a higher output in the tests carried out in the
proving stage of the instruments. The following were finally
decided upon:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Food and drink
The kitchen and dining-room
The street
The school or institute
Games, sports and amusements
The human body.

The decision to peg the number of topics to six was
arbitrary, but was principally due to the need for not causing
undue inconvenience to the institutions which cooperated in the
pool - i.e. the teaching centres - since carrying out the

exercises in two languages, Castilian and then Catalan or vice
versa, involved increasing the number of sessions to twelve.

Most of the experiments in this type of tests had been
conducted orally and over different periods according to the
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various researchers. Cooper (1968 and 1969) set a time limit of
one minute, Edelman (1968) confined the method to 6 to 12 year
olds and reduced the time to 45 soconds, the same duration which
Cohen also used (1975).

In our case, however, the tests were carried out in
writing and lasted for three minutes. The reasons for these
modifications mainly lay in the material limitations imposed
upon this research. To conduct orally the 12 word-naming tests
on the 868 persons questioned was in principle beyond our

economic resources and the time available for dedicating

ourselves to the project. Moreover, in the light of mental block
difficulties and the lack of concentration displayed by not a
few of those who were submitted to the test orally in the
instrument-testing phase - a phenomenon also recorded by Victory
(1971) - it was decided to pass straight to written exercises.
Given the fact that the study did not purport to be about formal
knowledge of the language but rather, on the contrary, spontaneous capacity, we placed special emphasis on pointing this out to
the subjects questioned and on eliminating any
nsion which
could have derived from orthographic uncertaintiRs. Changed into
a written activity, the test was converted into a collective
exercise to be carried out individually in a relaxed way in the
schoolroom.

The three minute duration was decided upon after trying
uut various time limits in the preliminary stage. Tests of one,

two and five minutes, duration were experimented with. The

decision to use three minutes was influenced by the drastic drop
in output which individuals - mainly the younger ones - exhibited some two minutes after the start of the test. Three minutes
therefore seemed to be best from the point of view of achieving
the maximum output in the shortest time, a necessary criterion
if interruptions in the routine work of those being questioned
were to be kept to the minimum.

In spite of the advantages offered by deciding that the
units should be produced in writing by the pupils themselves speed in compiling and processing data, elimination of the
mental block syndrome occurring in some individuals when face to
face with an examiner - it was nevertheless necessary not to
underrate the inconveniences. It is clear that in deciding on
the expression of data in writing, we were exposing ourselves to
the intervention of factors strictly relating to this linguistic
automatism, factors which would have had a different or negative
influence had the tests been carried out orally. In all probability the most important of these was the different degree of
practice which individuals had in writing Castilian as compared
with Catalan. In general, our individuals had learnt to read and
write in Castilian and only afterwards had they had access to

Catalan classes in which they learnt orthography and other
formal aspects of that tongue. It was very possible then that

the influence of this factor could be expected to exert itself
during the execution of our written exercises.
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With the aim of ascertaining the existence of this
phenomenon, both oral and written tests - on the same topics and
answered by the same subjects - were experimented with (see the
more detailed description in Appendix 13). The results revealed a
tendency for a greater difference to be produced in Catalan than
in Castilian when comparing the number of words expressed orally
and in writing. In other words, in the case of written tests the

number of words fell off more in Catalan than in Caatilian,
which seemed to confirm the influence which less practice in

writing Catalan had on non-oral results. Statistical analyses of
the correlation between the results of the oral and written
exercises also show the imbalance in favour of Castilian which
resulted in the written tests. Consequently, when examining our
results it should always be borne in mind that the tests carried
out were written not oral and were influenced by the greater
incidence of written Castilian in the schooling of the subjects
questioned.

Notwithstanding, the verification of this phenomenon
offers no obstacle to prevent us from using the results of the
word-naming tests in the statistical analysis of correlation
between variables, the fundamental study instrument of the
hypotheses advanced herein at the outset. Generalized as the
fact of having been taught to read and write first in Caatilian

is throughout the second generation immigrant group, the

influence of this factor is probably equally spread over the
subjects questioned, which suggests that their differences in
the production of words in Castilian and Catalan are due to
other factors possibly also identifiable through the results of
tests.

Calculation of the objective coefficient of the individual's bilinguality, i.e. of a single indicator of his or her
linguistic competence - in this case in two different languages,
on the basis of predominance of one over the other - enables the
factors which contribute equally to mastery of the two languages
to be automatically eliminated (Macnamara, 1967). Subtracting
the results of the contextualized word-naming tests obtained in
one language from those achieved in the other, one can avoid the
intervention of individual variables, mainly cognitive, which
make it possible for a person to learn a language in general
terms. In this way, the objective quantification ot linguistic
competence is made available for the statistical study of the
influence of extra-individual factors in the acquiring of such
linguistic knowledge.

Contextualization of tests is achieved, as has been shown,
by making available the topic to individual participants. It is
thus the subject himself or herself who structures the referential context, thereby &voiding the situation in which it is the
researcher who has to provide visual elements (drawings,
photographs, transparencies) depicting this environment. This

clear definition of referential areas or ambits enables,

furthermore, the different degree of the individual's bilingual-
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ity to be observed according to the topic in question, which
provides us with a more realistic description of the linguistic

usage of the individual - generally varied as it is - in a
social background in which more than one language is employed
(Cooper, 1969).

Fundamentally, the sociolinguistic queationnaire (see
Appendix A) included questions on three large sections: a)

Personal details, b) Self-ovaluations on the context (spectator

and interlocutory exposures) and behaviour in the various
domains chosen, and c) The subjective qualification of the
individual's own linguistic prowess.

In preparing the questionnaire use was made of the models
suggested by Mackey (1978b) and the format devised by ourselves
in an earlier work (Bastardas, 1985).
Six pilot groups - which thereafter did not figure in the
final study proper - from the "Dr Estalella Graells" and "Mas
Perera" schools in Vilafranca del Penman, tho government school

in Sant Quinti de Modiona and the Centre of Professional
Training in Sant Sadurni d'Anoia were used experimentally for
the first version. Apart from corrections to the phrasing of
questions, the incorporation of new questions and other purely
technical details, the difficulty could be readily appreciated
of obtaking correct and truthful answers from the younger ones,
i.e. 4w1 Grade EGB (9-10 years), if understanding of the
questions was to be confined to a single reading. Also evident
were the difficulties which this same sub-group encountered in
having five optional replies to most of the sociolinguistic
questions and generally in correctly distinguishing between the
concepts of "spectator exposure" (to what they usually heard
others speak in their vicinity), "interlocutory exposure" (to
what others usually spoke to them) and °behaviour" (what they,
the subjects questioned, spoke).

As a result therefore of these observations, it was
decided to reduce the number of possible answers to the sociolinguistic questions to three, to indicate even more clearly the
subject and object in each question, and, particularly to go
ahead with a collnctive reply, question by question, to the
whole questionnaire, with the questioner clarifying the sense of
eadh question, principally in the case of the groups comprising
the 9-10 and 12-13 year-olds. Due to the extended duration of
this procedure, and always provided it were necessary, the

questionnaire would occupy two one-hour sessions, with the aim
of not tiring the subjects and thereby causing replies to lose
veracity.
4.4 The sample

To obtairLa sample of local children of 9-10 and 12-13

years of age (4r-u and 7T41 Grade EIG.B.) a class-group was taken
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from each of these levels in nine (out of a total of 11)
teaching centres in tho municipality which lent their onpport to

our research. Choice was at random and bearing in mind that
thews class-groups are made up on the basin of alphabetical
criteria (firat letter of the pupil's surname), so what no
difficulty was anticipated in assuring a representattve,group.
Achieving a sample of persons of 15-16 years of age (2" Grade

sup-IT) meant taking all the groups of the normal daytime
courses at this scholastic level in the town's four educational
centres officially teaching thesa levels of study. The questionnaire was therefore given to all pupils attending the class,
whatever the family or linguistic origins of the pupil might be,
since to make a preliminary selection of subjects to be consulted and to procead then to research each ono separately would

have rosted in still more difficulties. In this way 060

individuals were found to reply to the vocabulary tests and the
sociolinguistic questionnaire. since our primary aim centred on
the bilingualization of children of immigrant parents monolingual in the home, 166 subjects of mixed families, i.e. children
whose fathers were born in Catalonia and their mothers born
elsewhere or vice versa, were excluded.

In a second selection from the remaining 702 individuals
292 were rejected for ono or more of three reasons: a) The fact
that they did not live within the limits of the town under study
but in the surrounding area, which could have caused distorsion
of the influence of the context; b) Not having attended class on
ono of the days a test was being conducted or a questionnaire
had to be answered, which wyuld have invalidated the overall

results of the subject's tests: and c) Not having replied

correctly in the exercises or questionnaires, that is to say,
for displaying a lack of interest and reluctance to participate.
The number of persons finally cleared for purposes of the study
was 407 (200 of tmmigrant descent and 207 of Catalan origin).
To eliminate yet other factors which had to be controlled
in a study on social bilingualization, a later selection weeded
out from our groups those persons who did not comply with the
following conditions a) Unilingual linguistic usage within the
family on all occasions (between parents, parents and child and

child and parents), Castilian for those of immigrant descent
and Catalan for those of Catalan origin; and b) Persons who on
all counts, age and scholastic levelAttained, came within the
c2watituted sub-groups (9-10 years, 4? Grade LOB; 12-13.years,
7tn Grade EGS; and 15-16 years, el" Grade BUP or FP). This
procedure finally left 163 second generation Immigrant persons
and 178 descendants of the Catalan-origin population. In this
study we used fundamentally data deriving from the 163 persons
of immigrant origin speaking one language only in the family.
The other 178 subjects of the same generational stratum were
only used on certain occasions for comparative purposes.
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5. Compilation of Data

The compiling of data took place in the period

February/March, 1984. The lexical oxerciees on the selected
class-groups were carried oUt under the supervioion of the
subjects' oWn teachers or tutors at the educational centres

which collaborated in the project, except in the case of the DUP
and FP classes, where it was the researcher himself who generally undertook the collecting of data personally.

In order not to introduce factors into the resulte, the
procedure observed in the word-naming tests wan standardised for

all those cooperatinq es invigilators. These were asked to
follow scrupulously the instructions which were given to them
individually regarding the conducting of tests. The exercises

were spread over six sessions of two topics each, always in the
same language to avoid interferences. The tests between one
language and the other on the mama theme were always held at
least a week apart. The exact presentation of tho tests, and the

phrases and examples used in them, also followed a uniform
pattern. Exercises in Catalan were answered on white, lined
paper, already prepared for the purpose, and those in Castilian
on yellow sheets (see Appendix A). The time limit of three

minutes was punctiliously checked by chronometer at all
sessions.

With regard to replies to the questionnaire, precise

instructions explaining the meaning of each question were also
given to the helpers in charge of each group in order to obviate
as far as possible the proferring by each teacher of subjective
interpretations on the sense of questions. This instrument was
also answered collectively in class, thereby making for the
maximum comfort and peace of mind of the individual participants. The subjects at adolescent level answered it practically
without any intervention on the part of the parson in charge of
the group, except for the clarification of the meaning of a
particular question. On the other hand, the 9-10 and 12-13 year

olds answered question by question collectively after the
teacher or person in charge had explained to them clearly the
sense of what they ware being asked and had made sure at the
same time it was correctly understood.

6. Statistical Processing of Data

From the results obtained in the controlled word-naming
tests three distinct coefficients were calculated: that of
bilinguality (CB), that of interference in Catalan (DICT) and
that of interference in Castilian (DICS). The incorporation of
the last two, unforeseen at the outset of the project, was
decided upon once the results of the lexical exercises had been

analyzed and it had been observed that words of the other
language were appearing with great frequency, mainly in the
tests carried out in Catalan.
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The calculation of the bilinguality coefficient was
obtained by applying the follow:,ag formula to each topic or
interest-ccntres

Total no of words Catalan test Total ns of words Castilian test
Total Catalan + Total Castilian Total Catalan + Total Caetilian

This coefficient was taken as an indicator of bilinguality, that is, of the relation between the capacity for lexical

expression in each of the indtvidualts two languages. The
resulting figure could oscillate between -1 and +1.

The introduction of words not belonging to the language in

which the test was conducted, that is, interference, was
calculated by taking as the basis the number of words not

forming part of the language of the exercise. The criterion for
deciding whether or not words belonge4 to each of the languages

in question waa based on two fundamental conditions. For
example, those words were not considered as belonging to the

Catalan language which:
1.

Did not figure in the DIcaionarl do la 'dengue catalana

2.

Wore at the same time to be found in the Dlccionario

(Barcelona: Enciclopedia Catalana, 1993); and

idoldgico do la Lengua Zspadola, by J. gpsares (Barcelona:
Ed. Gustavo Gili, 1973 - Om edition, 6T44 impression).

These two conditions ensure that the word considered

invalid does not belong to the most recently compiled corpus of
the Catalan language and that furthermore it forms part of the
prevailing corpus of the Castilian tongue. Thus, neologisms,
nuns of commercial brands or any other type of word current in
the daily life of the group being researched and whidh do not
figure in the Catalan Dlccionari were considered to be invalid

unless their Castilian origin could be clearly proved. For
Castilian the same criterion applied, but in reverse.

Also regarded as being interferences were those hybrid
force which, while not precisely belonging to one language or
the other, gave clear indications of being words of one of the
two languages adapted to the phonetic and morphological rules
peculiar to the other (e.g.: "cutxill", "horn" in Catalan,
obviously taken from the Castilian words "cuchillo", "horno").
The formula used for calculating the coefficient was:
No of interferences in Catalan (or in Castilian)
Total no of words produced in Catalan (or in Castilian)
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The result of this operation gives us a figure representing the percentage of words uttered during a test which do not
belong to the language in which the test vas supposed to have
been conducted, that is to say, worths clb-rly belonging to the
other language. The figure can oscillate between 0 and 100.
The resulting coefficients, calculated in accordance with these
formulae and relating to the various topics And interesta-centres
used in tho pupil's word-naming tests, were at the same time
globalised in a single index per dimension: overall bilinguality
coefficient, overall coefficient of interference in Catalan and
overall coefficient of interference in Castilian. These indices

were calculated by taking the arithmetical average of the
results obtained for each dimension in the six interest-centres
as a whole.
Each answer to a question in the questionnaire amounted in

general to a variable which was later used in the statistical
analyses. Furthermore, other information was incorporated
deriving from population census returns or from our poll itself,
from which new variables were created such as the socio-economic
status of the family, the composition of the residential area
4nd of the school class-group.

The socio-economic status of the family took the form of
the degree of schooling of the head of the family, as gleaned
from data in the official town census: 1. inability to road or
write, or ability to do so only with difficulty, 2. primary
education not completed, 3. yrimary education or VGB 111 cycle
completed, and 4. BOB 211,,, cycle completed / Professional
Training / Secondary education completed / intermediate diploma

/ University degree.

The composition of the residential area, in terms of the

origin of its inhabitants, was assessed according to the
birthplace of people living in each of the official municipal
districts and born before 1960 (10 adult population). The

specific figure is the percentage of Catalans in the district in
relation to immigrants.

The make-up of the school-class, in terms of orimin of the

population, is also the percentage of Catalans (Children of
Catalan-born parents) found in the classroom in relation to
immigrants. Basic data cans from the results of the enquiries
made in the course of this particular research - project. in
view of the fact that individuals of mixed Catalan/immigrant

origin were also found in the schools, and for the purpose of
assigning them to one origin-group or the other, the percentages
of the results of proficiency and linguistic usage recorded in
an earlier vork of the author on children of mixed marriages in
the same town (Bastardas, 1985) wre taken as the criterion
(Table 204).
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Statietical processing of the data wee carried out by
seams of the SPSO and XAS beide progremme packsges. Calculations
were made of frequencies (tor the variables resulting from the
questionnaire) and of the averages for the lexical exercises. To
establish the relation between categorical variebles (e.g. sex)
we used the Chi Square an4 the contingency coefficient. Between
the categorical, and the continuous (e.g. the coefficients) "T"
everaca tests were carried out for each categorical dimension.

Between the categorical-ordinal variablen (the case of the

majority of those in the questionnaire), Pearson's r coefficient

was generally used, atter having placed the variables in
aecending order of preponderance of Catalano although diagrana-

tically thin say not have been the ideal one owing to the

zonitication only being on three points. The use of this Pearson
coefficient thus enebled us to calculate the intensity of its
relation on a scale from 0 to 1. Similarly, variables susceptible to being so analysed (continuous -coefficients- and categorical-ordinal, although not very well in the case of the last)
were also analysed in multiple regressions on linguistic
competence, a calculation which enabled us to study their impact
as a whole.

As a symbol of statistical significance, we %see throughout
this study the following convention: x
p.05, xx
pic.Ol and
xxx 0 p4.00l.

In the statistical tables, resort in regularly made to
another norm. The calculation of percentages which refer to
linguistic usage in any of the variables is always based on

valid replies tor this linguistic usage, that is to say, it sets
aside types of reply such as "Did not answer" or "Does not take
any part in this domain". Absolute accuracy was thus achieved in
the comparison of linguistic usage in each ambit. Nevertheless,
to denote the significance of the non-linguistic dimensions "Did not answer", "Did not take part", etc. - the percentage of
such replies in relation to the total number of replies is also
shown, though always in brackets.
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DEMOGRAPEY AND LINOGIOTIC CONTEXT,

CERAM= 4WD COMPETENCE OF TEX OEDOND GENERATION
IMMIORANT IN VILAYRANCA DEL MIMEO

Ws deal in this chapter with the distribution of the

population in the locality studied and with the results of ths
poll and tests relating to linguistic ce,ntext, behaviour and
competence of the total group researched.

1. Immigration in Vilafranaa Del Penedös
Vilafrenca del Ponedös is situated in the lower-lying land
in the centre of the Alt Penodtta region, in the left sector of
the river nix, and coning under the administrative jurisdiction
of the province of Barcelona. According to official figures, as

of December 31, 1983, its inhabitant. numbered 25,879. Its
working population was made up oft 45% in services, 41% in
industry (of which 20% were in activities connected with
agriculture, 21% textiles, 18% metals and 17% construction) and
14% in agriculture (Virella, 19801476).

Very slowly up to 1960 and in greater numbers thereafter,
the town of Vilafranca del Penedke has been receiving immigrants
from other - non Catalani-speaking - parts of Spain during the
present century. The proportion of the town's population not
born in Catalan-speaking zones only amounted to 6.82% of the
total number of inhabitants in 1930, and to 14.09% in 1930. At

the present time, according to 1983 figures, such persons

constitute 28.73% of the total population of Vilafranca (Table
201).

The principal migratory waves occurred after the year

1960, vhiCh saw the beginning of the period, lasting until 1980,
in which natural growth fell below that due to migration.

The origins of the immigrant population ware also changing
throughout the century. While in 1930 Aragdn and Murcia, in that
order, were th Castilian-speaking zones of Spain which provided

most immigrants, in 1950, and again in 1983, Andalusia and
Extremadura were the most common birthplaces of non-Catalan
inhabitants of Vilafranc% del Palma's.

When they arrivel in the new enclave, most of these

immigrants made their homes around the centre of the town in the
new neighbourhoods which this stage of demographic and economic
expansion helped to create. Thus, at the present time they are
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concentrated in districts 2,1 and 2.3 of the sone known AA
mi'ltsplrello (31.04), In 4.1 and 4.3 of Zl Pablo 'Wu° (14,4%),
in 3,1 of °Sent *Tula° (15.0%) and in districts 3.1 and 1.2 of
the quarter known as nes Clotes" (3,14) (see Table 202 end
rig. 1).

In ease of the new neighbourhoode the volume of persons of
immigrant origin gets to 1,e so high that they constitute the
majority of the Inhabitantu. This occurs in districts 2.) end

2.1 of the PLItepirall" quarter, in which the ratio of
insigrant-origin persons to those of Catalan origin is reopectively 02,38% and 57,43%.

In the other peripheral tones in which issigrants reside,
while they ssy not be in the majority, they frequently aggregate
important percentages which in some cases represent very nearly
half of the totel number of inhabitants in the area.

Overall, the majority of the immlgrent-origin population
(65.6%) reside in districts in which they live together with
51-75% of persons of catelan origin. About a third however are

to be found in predoninantly ismigrant neighbourhoods. Only some
2.54 live in arose in which the Catalan influence is clearly
preesinent (between 76-100%).

If we spouse an individual's birthplace and first language
Catelenspeaking, born in the rest of Spain m Castilian-speaking, we can
attespt a study of the global linguistic situation resulting
from the migratory phanosenon. Soaring in mind however that this
equivalence is not strictly correct it ve refer to the children

to be equivalent, i.e. born in Catalan territory

of insigrants who, although born in Vilafranca, will not
necessarily have had Catalan spoken to them by their parents, we
will therefore only take into consideration inhabitants born
prior to 1960, whose results will epproximate sore nearly to the
overall linguistic reality (Strubell, 1951).

It we apply to this particular group as a whole the
eforesentioned equivalence between origin and language we find
we have, in general terse, some 60% having Catalan 40 their
first language and sone 40% having Castilian as their first
language, figures which differ trios those suggested to us by

sere consideration of the birthplace of the present total

population, i.e. 71% and 29% respectively (see Tables 202 end
201). In the specific generational stratus dealt with in this
study (9-16 year olds), the population is sad* up, basing on
official figures (allowing tor a 7% margin or error due to
possible errors in the official detailing of the head of the
family in census returns), of 424 persons whose father and

mother are of Catalan origin, 35% having both parents of
laisiqrant origin and 23% or mixed parentege, i.e. children born
ot couples in which ono partner Ls of Catalan origin and the
other of immigrant origin. Very,pisilari,gigures are also

obtained from those making up the 4' and 7a Grede 1145 class-
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groups queetioned in our study (In the 1nd Credo or 041P 4414 1P *
greet number of student* born in the outlying region ere to be
found, and consequently their numericel importance is invelid in

this respect), According to our own figures then, 48 or the
population cosprieing the S*10 end 12-13 year age group* se *
whole is of cospletely Cstelen orkgin, both parents ot 27% were
of issigrantorigin nd 21% *ten fro* *Axed serriegee, Conse-

quently, those results valideto to a eufficient degree the

nethofplogy upp4 in picking out the generet *emote, at least in
the 4" and 7u4 Or440 COO level@ (Table

A worked fall*off in the numbers of otriQtly catelaftorigin populetion and th* fac-apensetory eppsorehae ot en ieportent number of persons of mixed origin, children of couples

consistingj of one partner born in Catalonia and the other
outside the territory, would seen to be indisputoble in thie
group of 0-14 year olds 40 * whole, On the other bend, the
decrease I. less in the case of the proportion or persons who**,
went* were both born outside Melanie, * group which opproxi*
/totes nuserically, in this rante of ages, to that made up of
descendants of couples or coopletely Cetalan origin.

(liven that, generally speaking, in the situation we are

reviewing, serried couples ft:treed by persons at the sitO4 origin

tend to use their first lengusge in communicating with their
offspring and that it is this sane lenguage which equally is
used by the latter in oarsman, their went*, it would seen

logical to think tbat persons between 0 and 16 years of age of
indigenous origin have Catalan as their first Languag. and that
those of immigrant origin have Castilian, la order thsr.toro to
establish a sore exact global linguistic estimation of this
particulsr generational segment, one needs to know the linguistic behaviour of mixed-origin MAW units in the home.
At the time this work went to press, the data obtained in
our poll on familiar linguistic usage between serried couples
toreed by spouses of differing origins had not yet been colla-

ted, for which reason we cannot accurately evaluate the linguistic transmission from parents te thildreft which occurred in such
Canny units. Mowever we do have available to us the result* of
earlier studies made in the sane town on linguistic usage in
mixed marriages (Bastard's, 1055), which can be used as a basis
for calculating an appreciation of the first languege into which
persons of this oriOn cans into contact (table 2042.

Applying the results of the earlier study to the sub-group
of nixed origin in the present study, and *Aiding then to those
slready on record tor individuals born of couples of homogeneous
origin, we find that in the age segment studied (0-16 years) it
is feasible to arrive at the figure of SS% tor individuals whose
first language is Catalan, 40% for those who*, first language is

Castilian and 54 bilinguals, that Ls, cases in which both
languages are used in the Zanily unit itself (rtme 205).
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Comparing these results with those for the whole group of
the population born before 1960, the existence can be inferred
in the 9-16 years segment of a relatively similar reproduction
of these linguistic groups of the same order as that recorded in
the first case. The only appreciable difference would appear to
reside in the appearance of the bilingual families (5%) at the
cost of the unilinguals of the Catalan-speaking group, who drop
from 60 to 55% in the global whole of the population. For its
part, the group having Castilian as its first language continues
unchanged at 40%.
In consequence, the tendency which seems to assert itself

in the case of this new generational group as a whole is the
perpetuation of an important sector using Castilian as its first
language, although born in Catalonia, and a slight fall-off
percentage-wise in those of the population having Catalan as
sole first language on account of marriages between individuals
of different origin.

2. Social and Demographic Characteristics of the Total Group
Studied

The group finally resulting from the selection of the

sample of second generation immigrants in Vilafranca del Penedès
consists, as previously indicated, of 163 individuals, subdivik

ed into three age/school levelgroups: 40% - 9-10 years/tit-a
Grade EGB, 37% - 12-13 years/7-"1 Grade EGB and 22% - 15-16
years/BUP-FP.

By sex, the whole is composed of 53% males and 47%

females. There are also differences in the make-up of the 15-16
years age group/8UP-FP as regards sex: 61% being boys and only
39% girls. In all probability this phenomenon reflects the true
state of affairs and does not seem to be attributable to any
cause deriving from the sampling.

The large majority of the total number of persons researched - those between 9-16 years of age - were born in

Catalonia (78%) or arrived there at the age of 3 or less (12%),
which constitutes a group very homogeneously exposed to identical conditions, with very few differences as regards length of
residence (Table 206).

Taking the educational level of the head of the family as

the indicator of the socio-economic background from which a
person originates, a noteworthy difference can be detected
between subjects of Catalan origin and those of immigrant
origin. A small majority of the latter group (56%) does not get

past point 2 of the scale,

i.e. did not complete primary

education. On the other hand, Catalans in the same situation are
less than half the number of immigrants (24%). At the opposite
extreme, 38% of those of Catalan origin record having completed
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middle and higher grades of education, while the figure for the
immigrant group stands at around 17%. These results confirm the
general impression in the medium under study of a predominance
of immigrant-origin inhabitants in the more manual levels of the

working sector in which a lower standard of education is

required. However, this does not signify a total substitution of

the indigenous population by immigrants at this occupational

level, at which subjects of both origins are to be found

although in contrasting proportions. Complementarily, as the
standard of qualifications required for performing specific
tasks increases so the presence of immigrants diminishes, though
this does not presuppose the total absance in these professional
strata of persons born outside Catalonia.

Side by side then with an immigrant presence of a lower
educational standard there is also to be found an influx of
individuals with a notably high level of education who constitute a separate immigrant sub-group of increasing significance in
the social and economic structure of Catalonia (see Table 207).

In immigrant families linguistic usage is generally
monolingual Castilian in all communicative aspects, that is to
say, between parents, between parents and children and between
children and parents. This monolingualism, but in Catalan,
occurs in the same way in family units of autochthonous origin.
As indicated earlier herein, cases of bilingualism within the
family can arise in mixed marriages, that is, those formed by a

member of each of the linguistic groups in question (vide

Bastardas, 1985), but, on the other hand, are infrequent when
the two partners come from the same origin.

3. The Extra-Familiar Linguistic context

As a result of the distribution of the population over
various districts of the locality, 57% of second generation

immigrants live in predominantly Catalan-tendency zones, while
40% reside in areas in which the native population is in the
minority and which consequently have an immigrant majority
(Table 208).

In the light of this particular space-residential structure, most of the conglomerate group studied hear both Catalan and
Castilian spoken in the environment of the neighbourhood in
which they live, but more than a third (about 38%) are only
exposed to Catalan to a slight or very small degree in these
surroundings. Although living then in a township in which the
proportion of immigrants ir less than that of Catalans, the
dynamism of residential localization has engendered a concentration of Castilian-speaking inhabitants in specific zones which,
in turn, has consequently resulted in a certain isolation and
segregation of the immigrants with respect to the hosts (Table
209).
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If instead of looking at their linguistic context in their
residential zone from the spectator exposure point of view that
- is, what they hear around them by reason of the conversational
exchanges at which they happen to be present - we examine it
from the dimension of interlocutory exposure - messages speci-

fically utA:ered for their attention - the figures change
considerably. Although 57% earlier declared that they heard

Catalan and Castilian to an equal degree in their neighbourhood,
when it comes down to how people there address them the majority
percentage representing those who always or nearly always speak
Castilian rises to 68%. Only the remainder declared that they
received interlocutory messages in both Catalan and Castilian
(Table 209).

As we shall see throughout the chapter, this difference

between the two dimensions - spectator and interlocutory

exposures - in the same context, keeps on repeating itself,
always in the same sense, viz, a greater use of Castilian in

messages addressed directly to the individual immigrant: despite
the fact that the occurrence of that language in the spectator
dimension is lesser.

In all probability, the difference between these two

measurements of the context reflects the tendency of the hosts
themselves to use Castilian when addressing persons of immigrant
origin: whether these be of the first or second generation.
Simple observation of inter-group relations in the locality
studied gives cause for interpreting the different results of
one or other dimension in this sense. The Catalan population,
bilingualized in Castilian principally through their schooling
and the communication media: generally use their mother tongue
to communicate with members of their own linguistic group: but
in interactions with the immigrant group they are accustomed to
use Castilian in preference. In these circumstances, the context

in which individuals coming from non-Catalan parts reside

exposes them to Catalan to a greater or lesser degree but, in
general, only by reason of the conversations in which Catalan-

origin persons around them are engaged. Catalan speakers

themselves will tend to use Castilian when they have to address
persons of immigrant origin.
In school, where the individual will spend a large amount
of time in the first years of his or her life, the breakdown of
the population, according to whether they be of Catalan or
immigrant origin, reveals other characteristics distinct from

those recorded for zone of residence. In this ambit: the
majority of immigrants are to be found, in global terms, 'in

class-groups in which immigrant-origin individuals predominate
(58%), although an appreciable percentage (42%) of the conglomerate whole comprises school classes in which Catalans constitute
the majority (Table 208).
The component formed by 15-16 year olds, contrary to the

other two, is completely immersed in class-groups in which
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Catalans are in the majority, a phenomenon readily explicable by

the fact that it finds itsel pursuing secondary education
studies (BUP and FP) in centres which admit, in addition to the
student population of the town of Vilafranca del Penedlis, a
large number of students at this level who live in the extensive
area surrounding the regional capital we are concerned with.
Another factor which could have a bearing would be a lower
attendance of immigrant-origin students, either because schooling is discontinued after completion of the basic cycle prior to
the secondary stage (EGB) or, even less likely, because there is
a lower incidence of immigrant-origin persons of this age in the
locality we are studying.
In the other two sub-groups, the 9-10 and 12-13 year Olds,
the tendency, generally speaking, is the reverqq. In the latter
age-group in particular, corresponding to the 7t.n Grade of basic
studies (EGB), most individuals of immigrant origin (85%) find

themselves in classes in which members2f their OVA group

largely predominate numerically. At the 4T.n Grade level - the

9-10 year olds - the distribution of the school population
reveals predominantly immigrant-origin classes, although to a
lesser extent (64%). One of the factors which could aqcount for
this difference between the two sub-groups, the 7T41 and 4tn
grades of EGB, is the phenomenon of the mixed marriage, which is
more pronounced in the case of children of the lower school
grade. As already stated, to calculate the breakdown by linguis-

tic group of pupils of this origin we had recourse to the
author's earlier study (Bastardas, 1985), and the results

obtained therefrom were applied in typifying individuals, which

caused the younger sub-group to have the greater number of
individuals speaking Catalan as their first language (Table
204).

In strictly linguistic terms, the spectator exposure to

Catalan to which second generation immigrant persons were

subjected in the classroom, by reason of the presence there of
their classmates, follows the pattern of the tendencies already
portrayed by demographic breakdown by origin. In the 15-16 year

age sub-group (BUP-FP)

hardly anyone could avoid hearing

Catalan spoken in his orher school environment by other pupils
in the classroom: half of them heard it spoken to the same
degree as Castilian, but for the other half the language of the
host group was predominant irLthe class-group. In the sub-group
of the 12-13 year olds / 711 Grade EGB, and coinciding with
demographic data, the majority are only slightly or very mildly
exposed to Catalan from thAir classmates (62%). In the sub-group
of the 9-10 year olds / 4' Grade EGB the situation becomes more
diversified: 44% hear Castilian continuously or almost all the
time, 36% hear Catalan and Castilian to an equal degree and 20%
are exposed principally to Catalan. Stress must be laid then on
the difference in linguistic environments principally between
EGB and SUP/FP for second generation immigrants in the locality
researched. For the majority of individuals of that origin who
embark on secondary education courses, entering the institute
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very probably signifies a considerable change in the scholastic
linguistic context to which they have been accustomed, which
tended to be dominated by Castilian in the basic studies stage
while in the secondary cycle it is Catalan which predominates
(Table 210).

If important changes are to be seen in spectator linguistic
exposure from age group to age group, this is not the case with
interlocutory exposure. Notwithstanding the change of context

from one sub-group to another, the language in which they

receive messages directly uttered for their attention shows no
significant variation between the three levels. The overall
result therefore correctly sums up the general situation: the
majority always or nearly always receive interlocutory messages
in Castilian (63%), and only in a minority of cases are they
spoken to in Catalan and Castilian to an equal degree (28%) or
very predominantly in Catalan (8%). Variation of context
composition does not imply then any change in the language in
which they are directly addressed. Once again, the only logical

explanation for this situation is the use of Castilian by

Catalans in addressing themselves to individuals of immigrant
origin. The decisive factor, as we have already indicated, is
that they are not exposed to individual monolingual hosts but to
an autochthonous population, bilingual in Catalan and Castilian,
which generally uses Catalan for talking to members of its own

group, but on the contrary inclines towards Castilian when
conversing with persons who learnt that language in the first
instance. In this way, although the number of host population
persons present at any one time may increase or diminish, the
linguistic usage of second generation immigrants - in the same
manner as must generally occur with the first generation - shows
no variations of any significance, at least, in this domain
(Table 210).

In addition to spending the greater part of the day in
school, individuals of this age can also carry out organized
social recreational and educational leisure activities (sports,

music, drawing and painting, infant and juvenile groups,

excursions, etc.), whidh are also potential sources of linguistic dissemination, especially in a bilingual medium such as we

are describing. Slightly more than 70% of the population
questioned take part in these types of activities. In the total
conglomerate, the results recorded by the individuals concerned,
as regards spectator exposure in this aMbit, are divided more or

less equally between the three situations: predominance of

Catalan (43%), equal use of Catalan/Castilian (30%) and predominance of Castilian (27%). No variations of any importance exist
between the three age/school level sub-groups, except that the
younger the age of the individual the less frequent is attendance at such activities, and the greater tendency towards exposure
to Castilian (4610 revealed in the case of the 12-13 year age
sub-group, which is the school level also characterized by the
higher incidence of that language in the classroom.
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In the case of interlocutory exposure, the general tonic
is also that of Castilian predominance language-wise, but to a
slightly lesser extent (55%) than in the other ambits analyzed
so far; a result complemented by the figures for the use of the
two languages in messages received (21%) and the use of Catalan
by preference (24%). This different linguistic state of affairs
in this sphere - although we have to remember that it refers
solely to some 70% of the immigrant component - is also to be
seen in the differences existing between the three age sub-

growps. Thms, while the number of individuals who do not

participate in organized recreational activities progressively
drops as they get older, the reverse phenomenon is observed in
respect of interlocutory exposure in Catalan. The result is that
the sub-group of 9-10 year olds receives messages in Castilian
to a much lesser extent than the sub-group of 15-16 year olds
(34% as to 72%), while, in contrast, no such differences exist
as regards spectator exposure. The reasons for this difference
between the averages for one or other sub-group must therefore
lie in other factors (Table 211).
Contrary to organized recreational activities, the group
of friends represents a voluntary, continuous and, generally
speaking, stable relationship between a number of individuals.
From early childhood it will be the group, or sometimes the
companion, that he or she plays with at home or out of doors in
leasure periods away from school and organized recreational
activities. Nearing adolescence, the set of playmates becomes
the group with which he or she goes out regularly in search of
entertainment, and whiCh exerts Buda an important influence on
the individual at that age. Overall, the total conglomerate
studied clearly tends to hear principally Castilian being spoken
in this domain, that is to say that individuals tend to surround
themselves with persons of immigrant rather than Catalan origin.
The tendency is general in all sub-groups except that of the
adolescents, the 15-16 year olds, in which the percentage of
spectator exposure to Castilian falls to 43%, implying a greater
relationship with members of the other - the host - linguistic
group than that recorded in the other age levels. During the
basic studies stage, up to the age of 14, the immigrant-origin
group clearly tends to have scant relations with the host group
in the voluntary ambit constituted by the group of friends. They
come into contact together to a greater or lesser degree at
school and at organized recreational activities but spontaneous
relations between them is rare outside these spheres. On the
other hand, in the adolescent stage a greater rapport between
the two linguistic groups oan be detected at this informal and

voluntary level (Table 212). However, this increase in the

degree of contact with the host group does not mean in practice
a greater interlocutory exposure to Catalan at the linguistic
level, even in the circle of the group of friends. In line with

the general tendency observed in the other areas of social
activity referred to, the presence in this ambit of an equal
number of individuals of Catalan origin does not imply that
these automatically use their mother tongue for communicating
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with companions of immigrant origin. Although less than that
recorded in the other age suh-groups, the percentage (74%) of
interlocutory exposure in Castilian at the age level of 15-16
.years Shows this to be so (Table 212).

Taking into consideration all the data as a whole, it can

be concluded that despite the fact that the interactional
context of the two groups in question occasionally shows the
immigrant-origin component to be subject to a considerable
degree of spectator exposure in Catalan, this input is only very
rarely converted into interlocutory exposure in the language of
the host group. In general, as we have continually pointed out
herein, individuals of the Catalan component, bilingual in the
main by reason of the language in which they were taught and
because of the mass media, use Castilian, their second tongue,
to communicate with members of the second generation immigrant
community.
As for linguistic influences not directly dependent on the

demographic context, such as those which coue from teachers
during schooling, the true state of affairs is complex and
diverse depending upon the various aspects. With regard to
learning to read and write, practically all this second genera-

tion has been taught in Castilian (see Table 214). The total
amount of weekly Catalan language classes it has received varies
with the age of the individual and the date when the particular
scholastic centre first included the teaching of this subject in
its curriculum (sea Table 215). In general, it is presently
taught for three hours a week and centres mainly on imparting
the more formal aspects of the language, viz, grammar, spelling,
literature, etc..

As regards the vehicular language of primary and secondary

education, the individuals of immigrant origin who were the

object of our research are living through a complex transitionary stage yhidh is still incomplete. The present Catalan autono-

mous Government, on which so many of the responsible bodies
governing the educational system in Catalonia depend, has as its
official policy the attainment of an equal knowledge of Catalan
and Castilian by the end of primary education (EGB). To this
end, it is progressively introducing, within the limits of its
possibilities, the use of Catalan as the language of educational
instruction. In view of the fact that the rhythm with which
these measures can be put into force has varied from school to
school, depending on the availability of qualified teachers, the
inclination and resolution of parents and teadhers, etc., we
find differing and complex situations arising from one individual to another.

The overall results of our survey reveal this intricate
state of affairs: 44% have always or nearly always been taught
in Castilian, 31% approximately equally in both languages and
24% preferably in Catalan. By age sub-groups, the level at which
Catalan has been most present is that of the adolescents (only
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30% of whom have never been exposikkto classes in Catalan). By
contrast, in the sub-Iroup of the 7r41 Grade BGB 12-13 year olds,
Catalan has been little used as the vehicular language (57% of
this sub-group have almost always had classes in Castilian). It
would appear that one can deduce from these results that there
has been a progressive Catalanization in the teadhing of

sub-groups at both extremes, while the mdddle sUb-group (Ivgia
Grade) continues to be more exposed to Castilian. Vary probably

this situation can be explained by the priority given to

starting the intrcduction of Catalan in the lowest BGB grades on
the one hand, and on the other, by the greater presence of
Catalan teachers in the secondary levels (BOP-FP) with respect
to the basic stage (Table 213).

To synthesize the contaxt as a whole, a scale of total

global exposure, compiled by allotting two points to the
selection of the "Always in Catalan" %option, one point to
"Approximately equally in Catalan and Castilian" and zero to
"Always in Castilian", on all the replies referring to the
interactional ambits researched and to the vehicular language of

instruction in school, reveals a generalized, though weak,

exposure to the language of the host group in the social milieu.
In other words, practically all the individuals of the second
generation immigrant group in the locality studied appear to
have had contact with Catalan, but only 21% to a greater extent

than they have had with Castilian, in the world of social

activities outside the family. By age levels, it is the adolescent sub-group which receives greatest exposure to the langlage
of the host group (44% to a greater extent than Castilian),
while it is the sub-group of 12-13 year olds wbich receives
least (only 10% hear more Catalan than Castilian) (Table 216).

Application of the same points-count criterion to replies
on interlocutory exposure results in a less favourable rating
for this type of contact with the host language. Only 11% of the

total number of individuals questioned have received more
messages in Catalan than Castilian in the social medium, while
some 24% (as against 9% in the case of spectator exposure) do
not mark up a single point, which signifies that never have they
been, nor are in general, spoken to in Catalan in the whole of
the domains analyzed (Table 216!.
When we come to the mass communication media, exposure to

Catalan seems to be even less general. For instance, taking
televi,ion and/or video, only 6% of individuals sky that they

watch items in Catalan for two hours or more a dky, and 25% one
hour or less daily. In contrast, 67% of the immigrant-origin
youngsters watch TV or video programmes in Castilian for 2 hours
or more a day, and 25% for one hour or less daily. These data
correspond to the first quarter of 1984, when the television
offering in Catalan was relatively small and in bJurs of lowest
audience-dviewing. Today, in addition to the periods in Catalan
already in service on the State channels, a third TV channel,
belonging to the autonomous Government, is in operation during
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hours of maximum spectator time. Our data therefore are prior to

the inauguration of this new service transmitting in the
language of the host group (Table 217).

Nbr as regards radio does catalan pervade the homes of the

immigrant component to any great extent. Only 44% listen to
programmes in Catalan for two hours or more daily and 19% for
one hour or less a day, while 474 do not ever hear broadcasts in
Catalan at all. Despite the fact that nowadays radio is less

popular than television with children and young people, tha
figures are more favourable for reception of programmes in
Castilian, to which 19% listen each day for two hours or more
and 30% for one hour or less daily. Contrary also to what
happens in the case of Catalan broadcasts, the proportion of
those who never listen-to radio programmes in Castilian drops to
204 (Table 218).

As for the impact of written Catalan, in the form of
books, newspapers, periodicals, etc., the incidence is also
meagre. Of those ciLestioned, 67% always, or nearly always, read
publications in their mother tongue (Table 220).

Given the fact that in the cinema the occurrence of

Catalan is also insignificant (Table 219), the pressure exerted
by that language through modern means of communication was, on
the whole, feeble in the first quarter of 1984. As for the
future, it must be borne in mind that the influence which the
new television channel can have an persons of Castilian-speaking
origin as regards acquiring knowledge of Catalan, will depend in
the final instance on their readiness to tune in to the Catalan

transmitter, since Castilian programmes on television will
continue to be general on the two State channels.

It is important to stress that a more pronounced tendency
to tune into Catalan programmes can apparently be observed on
the part of the age/school level sub-group of the 15-16 year
olds rather than in the case of the other two sub-groups. Their
percentages for tuning into host-language programmes are higher
that the total average both for television and radio. It would
sees therefore that a greater degree of recepttvity and voluntary exposure to the audio-visual media in Catalan exists in the
adolescent component.

Finally, in the linguistic context of this second generation of immigrants, Castilian is on the whole to be found more
than Catalan in the medium of social relations and the educa-

tional system, as well as in the communication media. The

pressure of Catalan on these subjects is still further reduced
if we take into account only messages directly uttered for their
attention, for which a large part of the members of the autochthonous population use Castilian.
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4. Linguistic Behaviour

The result of linguistic usage by the second generation
iamigrant in the various social ambits coincide, in general

terms, with those recorded for interlocutory exposure, although
in certain cases there is even greater predominance of Castilian
over Catalan. Thus, of thoze who attend organized recreational

activities - the area with relatively higher incidence of

Catalan - 59% almost always speak in Castilian, while 70% do so
in their own neighbourhood, 71% in the sdhool class-group and
83*, the highest percentage, in their group of friends. By age
groups, no important differences exist in linguistic behaviour
except ln the field of recreational activities, an area, let it
be romeadmmed, in whidh 28% are not represented. In this zone of
social activity the MA4 of Castilian drops off - which means
that the use of Catalan is higher - the younger the age of the
subject (Table 221).

A majority of around 59% has also almost always used

Castilian with the teacher in school. Their linguistic behaviour
here and that recorded in the area of recreational activities
are however those in which the use of Catalan is greatest,
though, notwithstanding, Catalan is always the minority language
in these two situations (Table 221).

The global scale of linguistic behaviour shows than a
noticeably less use of Catalan by the second generation immigrant as opposed to Castilian. In the total number of social
domains involved, only 9* of those questioned speak more in
Catalan than in Castilian. Another significant detail is the
42% of subjects who own to never using Catalan in any of the
areas of social activity about which they were questioned: this
proportion rises to 56% in the case of the 15-16 years sub-group
(see Table 222). It would seem therefore that an increase can be

detected in the use of the language of the host group the

younger the subject is, although in general more use is made by
the individual of his or her mother tongue.

5. Linguistic Competence
We understand linguistic competence to be the conglomerate
of internalized skills which enable an individual to understand

messages receive in a given language and to be himself or
herself the transmitter of communications in the language in
question.

As we have already indicated, linguistic competence

differs from linguistic behaviour inasmuch as the former denotes
what the individual knows or understands - that is to say, his
or her utilisable potential - while the latter refers to what
the individual does or produces - in other words, his or her
actual use of the language.
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Within linguistic competence itself we have to distinguish

between receptive potential (understanding) and expressive
potential (speaking). Differentiation between the two, as we
shall see, is crucial in any study of ths second generation
immigrant in Catalonia.

In vinveral, the total number of subjects questioned
understands Catalan without difficulty (Table 223), i.e. has
acquired receptive competence in that language. When asked
however in what language they preferred to be taught at school -

with the aim of determining the extent to which they felt in
receiving messages in their second language and their acceptance
of this fact - the majority reply is that favouring being taught
in Castilian (60). Nevertheless, significant variations show up
between the different age groups. For instance, the sub-group of
15-16 year olds displays a greater acceptance of this receptive
use of Catalan since the replies indicating exclusive preference for Castilian drop to 39%. There exists then an important
change between the opinion of the two ZO8 levels and that of the
adolescent group, which would appear to signify greater acquiescence in and integration with the use of Catalan in schooling as
the subject gets older (Table 224).

On the other hand, their self-assessment of their expressive competence is very different from that which they declare
with regard to their receptive capacity. Only 26% believed that
they knew how to skcatalan well, while the rest estimated
their proficiency tt.
4y fair, 4 result which also varies
slightly throughout the throe age groups, with a tendency now
for it to be those individuals of adolescent level who least
know how to speak Catalan well (the figure falls to 14%) (Table
223).

Replies to the question which set out to show their grade
of colloquial fluency of Catalan, that is, the extent of their
facility and automatism in expressive us of that language in

contrast with that of Castilian, also appear to reflect a
disappointing situation with respect to the acquisition of
Catalan by this second generation. overall, some 83% affirm that

Castilian is the language which, in general, it suits then
better to speak, while only 14% of the subjects gave the
wCastilian/C:atalan" reply (Table 224).

Th results of the poll appear to indicate therefore that
the second generation of Castilian-speaking immigrants residing
in the selected locality have acquired a receptive proficiency
in Catalan in their social context, which is probably consolidated as the individual gets older but that, on the contrary,

only a minority has succeeded in developing its expressive
capacity in that tongue.

The coefficients calculated on the product of the word-

naming exorcises already described in the last chapter also show
a predominance of Castilian over Catalan in the bilimgmality of
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parsons of immigrant origin. In spite of the fact that, as we
indicated in describing such tests, these were conducted in
writing and not orally, which tends to provoke a distorsion of
the results in favour of Castilian - the languege used more
often in written expression - comparison of the results obtained
by /migrant* with thee* of Catalans, the ma)ority of whom are

also subjected to greater use of Castilian in the written

medium, seams to us to be generally a fairly accurate indicator
of the actual state of affairs regarding the utilizable bilingual capacity of the individuals studied.

The immilrant group shows an average coefficient of

bilinguality of -.026, on a scale which can oscillate between -1
(maximum predominance of Castilian) and +1 (maximum predominance

of Catalan), and on which zero would indicate a perfectly
balanced nactary of both languages. The Catalan-origin conponent on the other hand, provides an average of -.005, represent ing practically a balanced Catalan/Castilian bilinguality.
Consequently, it can be deduced that, although subjects with
imaigrant parents know Catalan to a pronounced degree, this
competence never gets to equal the command they have of their
nether tongue, such as occurs in the case of Catalan-origin
individuals in the sme social context (Table 225).
This difference between their proficiency in Castilian and
Catalan in second generation immigrants, is constant throughout
all the age sub-groups. In short, no significant fluctuations
are recorded between the average coafficientis of bilinguality of
the three immigrant-origin sub-groups, nor, morever, batman
them and those of Catalan origin. Tha proportional knowledge of
Catalan with respect to Castilian does not alter then as the
individual gets older. At all events, it can increase at the
same rate as knowledge of Castilian by reason of the cognitive
dovelopsent of the individual and bin or her accuaulation of

experience, but its lesser acquisition in relation to the
person's mother tongue does not appear to undergo any change;
the same can be said to apply, in general terms, to the Catalan
group as a whole (Table 225).

However, whore there definitely are changes is in the
results obtained in the various interest-centres or themes in

which word*neming tests ware carried out. The topics most
closely related to ambits of linguistic usage in which the
nether tongue of immigrant persons, viz. Castilian, dominates,
such as Nos. 1 and 2 ("rood and drink" and "The kitchen end
dining rocs") with the family scenario, exhibit average coefficients of bilinguality with a greater command of Castilien (-.16
and -.17 respectively) than do the rest of the theses. Interestcentres Woo. 3 and 4 ("The street" and "The school or institute"), which correspond to areas-of social activity in which
Catalan figures more, also produce a result showing Castilian
linguistic doeinance but to a lessor extent then in Nos. 1 and 2
(0..11 and .0.13 respectively). Topic No 5 Mame, sports and
amusements"), relating to recreational activities, the field in
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which the use of Catalan is more cannon, provides the only CASA
of Catalan linguistic dominance (+.01). Topic 110 6# on (*The
Wm= bodr), chosen tor its apparent neutrality in its relation
to social domains gives a coefficient of -.01 an the avegn
result, which is very near to a balanced bilinguality in
semantic centre.

The results obtained by the Catalan component in these
sane interest-centres - let it be renenbered that they are
probably affected by having been written answers - also similarly show the influence of the contexts. Thus, the highest average
coefficients tor doninance of Castilian are precisely those
recorded for interest-centres Mos. 3 and 4 (*The street", and
*The =tool or institutea), which relate to tha ambits wherein
there is nest contact with second generation innigrant indivi-

duals or* generally speaking* with Castilian. The highest
coefficients for Catalan* on the other hand* are those in
interest-centre Its 5 (04anes, sports and anusemente), corresponding to the area of recreational activities* in which Catalan
is present to a great extent, (4.07) and to the theoretically
neutral theme No 6# (*The hunan body.) (4.11) (Table 226).

Everything appears to indicate therefore that the variation of the bilinguality of individuals depends on the experience resulting from the diverse linguistic usage which may occur
in the different anbits of their social sphere. Their greater or
lesser proficiency in one language or the other, at least as
regards the spmitic aspect of their lexical knowledge, is not
uniform in all fields but varies from theme to theme depending
on the surroundings and linguistic usage of each individual.

Close exasination of the linguistic output produced by
individuals when answering the word-naning tests continually
revealed the presence of numeroue interferences in their
exercises. The occurrence of Castilian words in tests relating

to Catalan certainly appeared to be considerable* nainIy in the
case of the younger subjects. On analyzing the samples of words
which we had obtained, observing the criteria cited in Chapter
I vs calculated ono index for the interference recorded in the
tests in Catalan and another for that found in the exercises in
Castilian.

The average of tho coefficients calculated tor each person
in the total immigrant component and his interference in Catslan
is .137, whiCh can be translated es being 13.7% Castilian words
cropping up in exercises supposed to be in Catalan. The overall
average in the tests carried out in Castilian, by contrast,
ahows the presence of only 0.7% Catalan words. The phenomenon of
interference is thus confirmed, but such sore on Catalan than on
Castilian, i.e. of the person's first language on the second, a

result which is totally consistent with the reality of the
predoninance of Castilian in the context and linguistic use of
the subjects questioned.
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Thus, in contrast: with the bilinguality coefficient. where
no differences are to be seen between the various age end school
leVel sub-groups, the index ot interference in Catelen varies

noticeably from group to group. The degree of incidence of
Castilian in exercises in Catalanclearseses with tba rise in age
of the subject fro* the 17% recorded in the sub-group of 9-10
year olds to the 6% found in the idoleacent group. rts evolution
would therefore seem to be in inverse ratio to the growth of the
individual (Table 225).

Comparison of the results of Interference in Catalan
obtained from the immigrant cosponent with those of the host
group, entbles us to confirn that, in the case of the first it

is very ptObIb1Y a phenomenon of influence of the potter tongue
on the second Language caused by poorer conmand of the latter
(Daley. 1992). The Catalen-origin ensemble also shows an index
of interMaminme of Castilian on Catalan tat to an appreciably
loss degree (5%) and without eity variation throughout the three
age groups. In this 06841 then, Castilian words present in the
Catalan exercises to which the host component were subaitted
correspond to a type of interfiwatxml which could be described es
**consolidated*, thst is. closer to the traditional concept of
the linguistic loan, a permanent, constant interfmmvmce surely
produced by the extensive pressure of Castilian on tho Catalan
community from schools, local adainistratien and the mass media.

and not by the influence which proficiency in the second
language has over the mother tongue, as occurs in the case of

the immigrant group (Ttble 225).

The interference of Castilian in the Catalan of the
but by no MOMS with the intensity and clearness that the
coefficients of bilinguality varied. Perhaps the scot noteworthy
result is the lesser extent of interference recorded tor
imaigrant group oscillates tron one interest-centre to another,

interest-centre 1141 4 (*The ecbool or institute*), which at 9% Is
the lowest of all the exeroises. Interference in the remaining

themes oscillates between 13% and 17%. In the case of the
Catalan group, the average coefficients per interest-centre
display no particularly marked fluctuation (Table 226).

Although of less preponderance, the coefficients of
interference in the Castilian of the host component nerit

attention. Their overall average is 2% es opposed to the 0.7%
corresponding to the immigrant-origin group, Just as occurred in
the case of interference of Castilian in the Catelen of the
immigrants, the number of Catalan words recorded in the exercises in Castilian to which the host component was subeitted,
slowly falls oft as the age of the individual increases. In this

case also, it is a quotation of the influence of the first

language on the second, which would seen to suggest the hypothesis thst as the Individual egos the interference of the mother
tongue Ln the second tends to diminish in situations of constant
and ow-territorial linguistic contact (Table 225) such as we
have studied.
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In intereet-centres, the interference of Catalan in the

Castilian of the host component also seems to delineate a

separation between the results in domains in which the presence
of Catalan is greater and ambits in which that language exerts
less pressure. Thus, interest-centres Nos. 1 and 2 ("Food and
drink" and "The kitchen and dining room"), topics more closely
related to the family background where generally only Catalan is
u.ed, exhibit a slightly above-average interference coefficient
of Catalan on Castilian, in the same way as occurs in the case
of topic NI 4 ("The school or institute").

As the analysis of data regarding linguistic exposure of
tho Catalan-origin component - only introduced into the present
study for purposes of comparison - is not yet available, it is
impossible for us to know at this moment whether the result of
interference in topic Ns 4 runs parallel with the school context
in which this group moves, although it would not be extravagant
to think of a majority exposure to Catalan in the class-group,
if we consider the high percentage of concentration of immigrants - which signifies total lack of contact with Catalans in this same linguistic ambit. The other interest centres either
display an average interference index in Castilian equal to the
overall result (e.g. "The human body") or else belcw it (e.g.
"The Street" and "Games, Sports and Amusements"). In the case of
No 3, "The Street", interference appears to be consistent with
the linguistic context of the area, where individuals of the two
groups in question come together and, therefore, where Castilian
pressure exists, which would reduce the interferences of their
first language in this particular theme.. On the other hand,
topic Ns 5, relating to the area of recreational activities,
does not seem to follow this logical line, given that, as we
have seen earlier herein, for the immigrants it was an ambit in
which Catalan was present and yet in the host group the interference of Catalan on Castilian is low (Table 226).
What does appear to be well established,

from comparison

of the results obtained by both groups in the phenomenon of

interference, is the divergence of their results, both globally
and in the age sub-levels, and also both in the case of interference in Catalan as well as the majority of indices of interference in Castilian. From the point of view of "consolidated" or
integrated interference in the linguistic system of the community analyzed, the contribution of Castilian to Catalan is much
higher that that of the latter to the former which, consequently, reflects the difference in influential forces between the
two languages on a general level. As for the case of interfe-

rence due to a lower standard of competence in the second
language - probably produced by having had less experience in
its use - the influence of Castilian on the Catalan of the

immigrants is considerably greater than that of Catalan on the
Castilian of the hosts. These results very probably also
indicate the correlation of influential forces which existed
between the two languages up to the first quarter of 1984 in the
locality studied.
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4. Conclusion

In nding this chapter we can say that, as a whole,
persons of econd generation immigrant origin whom we are
analyzing, monolingual in Castilian in their home surroundings,
aro exposed in general to Catalan in the social medium in which
they grow up, but to a lesser degree than to Castilian. Their
social contacts then are more constantly with members of their

own group than with persons of Catalan origin. Moreover, in
whatever relations they establish with the host community, any
stimulus which might have been created to use Catalan in these
interactions tends to disappear because of the norm - almost

generally r.bserved - of the indigenous group of addressing
itself in Castilian to persons of immigrant origin. In these
circumstances, their overall linguistic behaviour is charac-

terized by a much more frequent use of Castilian than of
Catalan, to the extent that the proportion of those never using

the language of the host community at all even reaches the
figure of almost 40%.

With regard to linguistic competence, while the immigrant
group has developed its receptive mechanisms this is only so to
a much lesser extent however as regardfctheir expressive skills,

a result again entirely consistent with their linguistic
exposure and behaviour. Consequently, Castilian generally
predominates over Catalan in their utilizable proficiency, an
interconnection which does not seem to vary with age, but which

certainly fluctuates in accordance with the individual's

experience in the social milieu and depending on the theme on
which the subject expresses himself or herself. In addition, the
whole conglomerate studied displays a marked interference of
Castilian in their Catalan, mainly in the younger groups, which
tends to diminish as the individual grows up. This phenomenon
appears to form part of a general process of separation of the
languages of the bilingual person in inverse ratio to his or her
age, since it also occurs in the case of the host group, but
with the order of the language reversed.
Although in the main they may have been born in Catalonia,
for the greater part of the group questioned, Castilian, as well
as being their first language, is the more dominant language in
their general context and in their overall linguistic behaviour.

CHAPTER

XXX

7HE RELATION BETWEEN LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE
AND LINGUXOTIC CONTEXT AND BEHAVIOUR

Having described the results obtained from the questionnaire and the word-naming exercises, we shall proceed to analyze
their internal relationships in accordance with the hypotheses
indicated in Chapter I.

In the present chapter we shall deal specifically with
hypotheses 2 and 3, that is, the relation between context and
competence and that between competence and behaviour, and always
from the point of view of the acquisition of the immigrant
group's second language, viz. Catalan.

Given that the possibility of using the data obtained from

our research for analyzing statistically the correlations

between them depends on the degree of variation existing in each
variable, there remain two dimensions - receptive competence and
the degree of interference in Castilian - which cannot be dealt

with in this way, since they are dimensions which did not

constitute in their results a sufficiently different and varied
reality. Even so, we shall keep this chapter divided into two
distinct sections, receptive skill and expressive skill, taking
into account the importance of the distinction between those two
aspects of linguistic proficiency in any language, understanding
it and/or speaking it.
Consequently, competence was assessed for the statistical
calculation of correlation through the individual's ability to

know how to speak in Catalan (ASCT), his or her level of
colloquial fluency of that language (coL), coefficient of
bilinguality - proportionate knowledge of the two languages in
question on the part of the same individual - (CB) and degree of
interference in Catalan (DICT).

For its part, linguistic context is measured by the
objective demographic data and by the replies referring to
spectator exposure and interlocutory exposure in the various

ambits listed in the previous chapter. Linguistic behaviour can
be measured in the same way from data already described deriving
from the questionnaire.

1. Receptive Competence

It is generally accepted that ability to translate a

lamgyage is attained prior to and, in part, independently from
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the ability to express oneself in that language (Weinreioh,
1968; Mackey, 1975b; Miley, 1982; Oksaar, 1983). In general, any

person who wants to express himself or herself in a language
will have to know how to understand it beforehand. It is not
just a question however of two different stages in the same
lineal advance in the knowledge of a specific language. Evan
when a very high level of understanding in that language had
been achieved, this would not in any way signify the automatic
certainty of having obtained any degree of fluency in oral
expression. The two skills belong then to different mechanisms
of development, which does not mean however that they are
totally independent of each other, since, generally speaking,
tho acquisition of expressive proficiency presupposes the
possession of some grade of understanding of the language in
question.

In the acquisition of this linguistic comprehension

-

whether it be of the mother tongue or some other language - it
is the context, through the presence of other persons or of
messages transmitted by the mass media, mainly audio-visual,

which provides the necessary motivation and perception for
putting to use this linguistic capacity (Titone, 1964). The
meanings, forms and structures are the product of the individual's experience (Mackey, 1982). Linguistic usage in the

environment obliges a person to keep limiting his or her ideas
on the meaning of the elements in a language until he or she
arrives at the meaning attributed to them by others with whom
contact is made (Oksaar, 1983).

In the specific case under study, exposure of the immigrant - origin group to the language of the host group in the
social context, albeit in lesser dosage than that experienced
with Castilian, has made possible for them, it may be reasonably
presumed, the receptive acquisition of Catalan through its use
by Catalan speakers in situations in which there exists a real
and live social relationship. In this medium, individuals who at
the outset were Castilian monolinguals have most of the time had

at their disposal a substantial volume of extra-linguistic

elements of extreme usefulness to them in developing an understanding of phrases uttered in Catalan in their vlcinity. Not
only have they been able to observe conversational exchanges

visually, thereby readily comprehending the referential elements
of the scene and the gestures of the speakers, but they have
also been able to determine without difficulty the thematic
contextualization of the conversation depending on the ambit in
which it took place, the roles played by those engaged in the
conversation, etc.. In many aspects then, this learning how to
understand catalan through the social environment, has very
probably been similar to the process of receptive acquisition of
the individual's mother tongue.

In this sense, it must be amphasizad that the acquisition

of understanding is in all probability not achieved solely
through interlocutions experienced by the person in the language
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in question, but also through the interactions at which he or
she has been present merely as a spectator. This ia what the
Catalan situation appears to suggest, if we take into account
the difference between tho numbers of those messages which
individuals pick up from interactions taking place in their

vicinity and of those which aro addressed directly to the

individual who is learning (see Table 216). Given the possibility and the recurring fact that the Catalan-origin population
also uses Castilian instead of Catalan in conversations with
immigrants or their descendantd, it seems reasonable to euppose
that a considerable part of receptive knowledge acquired in
Catalan comes from observing interactions between Catalans which
occur each day in the individual's environment. In the same way
as when the message is directly uttered for their attention,
monolingual Castilian speakers have at their disposal all the
elements of the natural context to enable them to understand
phrases in Catalan in other people's convoraations.

Thus, to hear and observe the interaction between the
shopkeeper and the customer who happens to be attended to before
the person of immigrant origin, or the conversation between the
schoolteacher and the pupil alongside him, will in all probability be an important source of linguistic learning, even though

the shopkeeper and the teacher may subsequently speak in

Castilian to the second generation immigrant.

Learning by spectator exposure, a phenomenon hardly dealt
with in studies on linguistic acquisition is, however, on record
in some cases of receptive learning by children exposed in the
family to a language different from that which thair parents
generally use in speaking to them (Elliot, 1981; Fantlni, 1982).
Moreover, if we accept the fact that the learning of languages
is influenced by television (Ardanaz, 1975; Ryu, 1977; smith,
1983; Siguan, 1984) and the theatre (Kelly, 1969b), it seems

logical to accept the important influence of the immediate
context. The readily observed example of first generation
immigrants in the same town, where many of them, if not the
majority, understand Catalan without having had any form of
scholastic instruction in that language and where many Catalans
generally speak to them in Castilian, would also seem to confirm
our reasoning in this regard.
The presence of catalan in the social context, innaddition
to the opportunity to learn which it constitutes, offers strong

stimuli for its acquisition. The necessity or the enormous
curiosity to understand communicative messages circulating

around the individual, whether or not they be addressed to him
or her personally, seams to be a motivation of great importance
in developing receptive proficiency in the language of the host
group. This assertion would seem to be confirmed by the evident
tension which the majority of adult immigrants are under for the
first few months after arriving in Catalonia and setting up home
in an environment in which Catalan is used. This tension is
definitely caused by inability to understand that language when
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it is used by Catalan speakers to communicate with each other, a
situation which is felt by the recent arrivals to be distinctly

uncomfortable and unpleasant. A similar sensation is very

probably produced when the second generation individual first
comes into contact with the social medium outside the family, in
which Catalan ie found. It could also be that this feeling ie

accentuated by the child's natural sense of intrigue and
curiosity when faced with the use of a language different from
its own (Fantini, 1982).

coneequently, the linguistic context of the second
generation immigrant studied satisfies, as far as receptive
competence in Catalan is concerned, the two major prerequisites
for the learning of a language, viz, opportunity and motivation.
It seems perfectly logical therefore to accept as a fact the
influence which linguistic exposures of the individual to a

specific language exert on the development of his or her

understanding of that tongue.

With regard to the possible relation between receptive
competence and linguistic behaviour, that is to say, between a
greater understanding of Catalan and increased use of it, there
dose not appear to be any logical cause and effect influence
between the two terms in either of the two possible directions.
Nor does an increase in the understanding of this second
language appear to imply directly a greater use of Catalan by
the second generation immigrant - as is shown by our results and
those of other more general studies (Generalitat, 1983 and 1984;
SEDEC, 1983) - nor again is it probable that the growth of
receptive proficiency in Catalan depends on the use which the
individual makes of that language.
Development of an understanding of Catalan will consequently be much more closely related to context than to behaviour. In all probability, though, it will maintain a relation of
dependence with the former, since it is impossible to conceive
of a person acquiring receptive ability in any language without

being exposed to it in some way or other. By contrast, its

relation with the linguistic usage of the individual will at all
events be solely indirect, through the contribution of a certain
basic knowledge of the language in question, a fact which will
enable the individual to use or not use that language.

Apart from the direct influence which context exerts,
another factor which almost certainly plays an important part in

the speed with which receptive proficiency in Catalan is

acquired by immigrant-origin persons is the similarity of much
of the linguistic structure of this second language with that of
Castilian. Originating from the same Latin roots, their phonetic, grammatical and lexical components show a remarkable degree
of resemblance although, however, this does not signify the
existence of general and immediate inter-comprehension. As in
the case then of other related languages, the fact that the two
languages are not that far apart linguistically presumably has a
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positive effect on accelerating the development of an understanding of the language concerned by speakers of the other
language (Mackey, 1976).

Another important extra-contextual element making for the
success of this process of receptive acquisition of Catalan is
tho fact, also to bo found in the situation studied, that the
persons are of an early age when they start to learn in this

way. Tho groat majority of those questioned wore born in

Catalonia or had arrived there at a tender ago (see Table 206),
which constitutes an optimum situation from the point of view of
the subject's capacity to learn languages (Dulay, 1902).

With these conditions of linguistic similarity to tna
mother tongue of the immigrant and of contact when very young,
it is the exposures to Catalan, principally in their own social
medium and also, to a lesser extent, through the formal syllabuses of the educational system, which is consequently the
factor that seems to have produced the general acquisition of an
adequate receptive competence in the language of the autochthonous group by the offspring of non-Catalan parents (Table 223).

2. Expressive Competence

In line with what we have already indicated at the
beginning of the chapter, expressive ability, contrary to
receptive ability, certainly encounters sufficient variation in
several of the variables governing it to enable in this case its
relation with context and behaviour to be statistically analyzed.

The first of these variables, comprising expressive
ability, with reference to the capacity to speak in Catalan
(ASCT), shows, in general, statistically significant correla-

tions with both social context (excluding the mass media) and
linguistic behaviour, which appears to confirm the two hypotheses set out in Chapter I. The extent of those relationships,
however, varies according to the dimension in question. In this
case, behaviour tends to show higher and more constant correlation coefficients with ASCT than those produced by the dimensions of social context. At the same time, within the context,
interlocutory exposure also tends to show a stronger relation to
ASCT than does spectator exposure. In other words, the extent of
tho capacity to express oneself in Catalan varies to a greater

degree with the use made of that language by the persons
questioned and with the interlocutory exposure that they receive
from it than it does with simply listening to and observing the
interactions produced in that tongue (Tables 301 and 305).

A similar tendency is also seen in the statistical
analyses of these same relationships of social context and
behaviour with the degree of colloquial fluency of Catalan
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(COL), i.e with the level of development and the adoption of
expressive use of this second language by subjects of immigrant
origin. In the same way in this instance, and even more markedly, the dimensions which refer to the actual use of Catalan and
the interlocutory exposure received in that language, aro those
that exhibit higher correlations with COL, a fact also confirmed
by the results of the multiple regressions (Table 302, 305 end
306).

The coefficient of bilinguality (C111), which refers to
linguistic proficiency in the form dominance of one language
over the other in the utilisable knowledge of tho individual,
shows similar tendencies in its relationships with context and
behaviour to those already indicated for ASCT and COL. Its most
significant and constant correlations aro recorded, as in the
two previous cases, with the variables behaviour and interlocutory exposure; its correlations with spectator exposure seem to
be of lesser importance (Tables 303 and 305).

As for the degree of interference recorded in Catalan
(DICT) and its relation to social context and linguistic
behaviour, statistically significant coefficients are also

recorded but, by contrast, in the reverse and negative sense.
Thus, the degree of interference in Catalan is reduced as the
presence of the other correlated variables increases, a perfectly logical result which corresponds to the actual situation.
Another characteristic divergent from what we have been commenting on up to now in referring to the earlier assessments of
linguistic competence is that in the case of DICT the dimension
which displays the highest and most convincing correlation
coefficients is spectator exposure and not behaviour or interlocutory exposure; this is additionally confirmed by the results
of multiple regressions (Tables 304, 305 and 306).
There seems to be no doubt, therefore, about the existence, in general, of the relationship between expressive ability,

social context and linguistic behaviour, even when certain
variations of degree are to be seen according to the aMbit or
between the differant age/school course levels.

Comparing the statistical results of each of the global
dimensions used in the analysis of correlations and multiple
regressions which we have just set out, two major points stand
out: first, the greater degree of correlation between all the

indicators of expressive capability, except for DICT, and

behaviour and interlocutory exposure end, secondly, the greater

dagree of coexistence, by contrast, between the extent of
interference in Catalan (DIM and spectator exposure.

While in the case of DICT the cause and effect relation
appears clear between a greater input of Catalan in the individual's surroundings and a lower degree of interference of the

individual's first language in his or her second language,
determining the direction of the influence between the other
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indices of expressive competence and behaviour and interlocutory
exposure appear, to be more complex.
It is not illogical to think that greater knowledge of and
fluency in Catalan has an influence on a more extensive use of
that language in the social context, although this use of the
second language would probably also depend on other factors, in
particular meeting the most fitting people to exchange speech
with the norms of linguistic usage, etc. In fact, as we shall
see i n the next chapter, it is very likely for the relation thus
constituted to reveal itself at some stage of the process we are
studying. However, given that our objective is to otudy the
process of mastering a language and not a situation in which
consolidated knowledge of the language exists, it seems more
appropriate to think on opposite lines. That is to say, it is a
question of the influence which the degree of use of a language
exerts on the level of expressive facility acquired in it. We
start then from the fact that at the beginning of a process of
bilingualisation and with the individual already possessing
sufficient receptive ability, it will not be a lesser or greater
degree of expressive automatism which explains the lesser or
greater use of the second language, but rather the reverse.
To be more precise, the assertion that expressive linguistic skill, mainly in its aspects of fluency and automatism, can
only be developed provided that actual use of the language in
question, i.e, putting it into constant practice, constitutes
the most significant difference from the process of acquiring
receptive proficiency. Comprehension is exercised every time the
individual tries to understand a message formulated, in this
case, in Catalan, but the practice necessary for acquiring and
developing expressive automations is only obtained each time the
person of immigrant origin expresses himself or herself in his
or her second language.
Very probably the existence of a statistically significant

relation between the linguistic proficiency indices most
representative of fluency in oral expression in Catalan and the
degree of actual use of that language explains tho present
difference between the levels of receptive and expressive
knowledge of Catalan displayed by the second generation immigrant in the greater part of Catalonia. If it is the case that
only practice in speaking Catalan can produce acquisition of
this capacity, the poor results evidenced by this group in this
aspect of linguistic behaviour explain their low level of
xpressive competence.

Nor does it seem to be difficult to account for the

parallelism discernible in the results of the correlations for
interlocutory exposure and linguistic behaviour. In all probability, their similar results are due to their involvement in an
identical state of affairs, that is to say, very frequently
being the two sides of the phenomenon of social interaction.
Even when we have fitted interlocutory exposure into the frame
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of the context as being an input received by the individual, the
use of one or other language in messages addrepsed to him or her
by others can be perfectly well regulated, an occurs in the
Catalan situation, by the language in which he or she chooses to
reply to the speaker. Again, the marked correlation existing

between the variables expressive proficiency and spectator

exposure probably stems indirectly from the inevitable influence
that the presence or absence of Catalans speaking to them in the
various social ambits has on the use or non-use of Catalan by
oubjects of immigrant origin (see Chapter IV).

Contrary to the results obtained in the other indicators
of expressive ability, as indicated earlier, those recorded in
the case of interference in Catalan show not linguistic behaviour but spectator exposure as having the greater influence.
Although logical enough, it is nevertheless at first eight an
unexpected result, and one which is very probably related to the
intricate paths along which receptive competence influences the
expressive mechanisms. Regulation of the degree of interference
which the immigrant group exhibits in its utterances in Catalan
does not appear to depend on their greater or lesser use of thet
language, but rather on the extent of their contact with it
through linguistic exposures in the various areas of social
activity; this is the opposite of what occurs in the case of
those other variables referred to. Consequently, interference of
Castilian on Catalan in the immigrant group appears to be duo

more to tne exercise of receptive ability and of cognitive

factors consistent with the subject's age than to practice in
speaking Catalan.

As regards the other component of the global linguistic
context, the mass media, these do not, in general, achieve
degrees of significant correlation with tho variables of
linguistic proficiency. The coefficients corresponding to the
degree of tuning in to Catalan television programmes in relation
to COL and those recorded by the written media with the degree
of interference in Catalan (reverse), and with ASCT and cOL, can
only be stressed to a minimal degree.

The existence of significative inverse co-variation
between the DICT and the level of incidence of Catalan in the
individual's reading activity (Table 307) car be perfectly well
explained, in the same way as in the case of oral exposures, by
the logical influence that a greater degree of reading in

Catalan exerts on the reduction of interferences in using that
language. However, as regards the relation existing between
these same written media and ASCT and COL, variables more
identified wlth the mechanisms of expressive ability, it is
difficult to accept that a greater degree of reading in Catalan
intervenes directly in achieving a greater overall expressive
proficiency in that language, if we take into account our

earlier conclusion that actual oral use of a language is
necessary if xpressive automatism. are to be developed. It
would seem more plausible to suppose that enhanced proficiency
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in self.-expression in Catalan has a positive influence on the

concurrent incresee of voluntary reading activity in that

language, given that the individual with high oral competence
would have already been transformud into an expressive bilingual
and would very possible react, depending on his or her social
context, by aesimilating his or her reading habits in those of
the indigenous population.
With regard to the statistically significative relationship between the degree of exposure to television in Catalan and
the level of colloquial tluanoy (COL) in that language (Table
307). WO find ourselves facing a situation identical to, or at
least resemb/ing, that which we have just been commenting on in

respect of written media. Even when in tails case it is a
question of oral linguistic input, it still seems improbaltae

that listening to programmes in Catalan to a greater extent must
directly result in an increased level of colloquialization in
that language, given the dependence of expressive mechanisms on

actual social communicative practice. Greater exposure to
Catalan through television can certainly result in increased
receptive proficiency in that language but much less probably,
an the other hand, in improved expressive ability. It seems much

more logical, therefore, to think in terms of a direct or

indirect influence exerted by the individual's level of competence in speaking Catelan on tuning in voluntary to a greater
number of programmes in that tongue, a fact presumably caused in
its initial phase by more pronounced identification on the part
of the expressive bilingual person with the selective habits of
the host population, where a choice of prograames in either
language is involved.

3. conclusion

The results of tests for statistical correlation between

expressive linguistic competence, the social context and
linguistic behaviour reveal

the existence of a significant
relation between these three dimensions. Behaviour produces
higher correlation coefficients than those of context in the
case of the indices most representative of the subject's
facility for expressing himself or herself in Catalan while

context, through spectator exposure, surpasses behaviour in the
magnitude of the inverse relation to the degree of interference.

It would again seem logical to infer from these results

that development of expressive competence in Catalan and
specifically of oral automatism*, is a function of the actual
use of that language by second generation immigrant-origin

persons. In contrast, the acquiring of understanding, as wall as
the degree of interference

in Catalan, are very probably
directly attributable to spectator exposures to that language
received in the global linguistic context.
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Linguietic beheviour, fundamental for the development of

expressive capacity in a language.as we concluded in the

previous ohepter, does not have linqu4stic factors 44 its kaolv
coupes but rather factors of a eocial nature. It is the need of
the subject to communicate with those around him which aspentielly regulates the use and, therefore, the acquisition of
capacities of oral expression, although in 4 bilingual situation
other factors may intervene in the selection of the language to
use. In any event, the actual reasons which will decide the use
of one or other lemmata are reasons originating prior to and
independently of his own individual reasons (Siguan, 1976).

We shall examine in this chapter the relation between
linguistic usage - Catalan end/or Cestilien - and context of
second generation immigrants in the locality researched. Context
is operatively defined by the degree of incidence of population
of one or other origin surrounding the individual - sometimes
expressed by the actual population figures or in terms of the
linguistic consequences of this incidence - by the language of
schooling and by the communication media. Linguistic behaviour
consists of the use which the individual makes of each language
in relevant areas of social activity.

Statistical analysis of the correlation between the
variables of ono or other dimension reveals the existence of
significant concomitance between behaviour and context. The
composition of the population in the residential district, in

terms of origin, and particularly the nake-up of the

class/group, maintain a direct correlation with the scale of
overall behaviour. Thus, the greater the nunber of Catalanorigin persons around the inmigrant individual the more extensive is his or her use of Catalan. Exactly the same occurs
between the global scale of spectator exposure, i.e. the extent

to which individuals hear Catalan spoken around them, and
overall behaviour, as well as in the relation of these two
dimensions in the various ambits analysed. Interlocutory

exposure, a form of asasuremont representing messages addressed
directly to the individual, also varies markedly with behaviour,
both at the level of global scales and from domain to domain
tTable 401).

A characteristic of the results by ago/school level subgroup is the differences recorded, principally between the subgroups at both extremes. The overall linguistic behaviour ot the
adolescent sub-group, contrary to that of the 9-10 year olds and
often also divergent from that of the 12-13 years olds, tends to
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have a marked correlition with the verieblos of the context. The
mime happens with the meke-up of the neighbourhood end the
claswigroup, the global male of epeotetor expoeure end the
lenguege in which the individual is taught it echool but, on the
other hand, not with the global ;scale or interlocutory exposure.

Thee* differences also repeat themselves from aubit to
embit. The compoeition of the neighbourhood ;shown no eigniticitime correletion with beheviour in thie 0400 area in the case of
the 15-10 years salvtgroup, yet deem ea in the cftee of the other
two eub-groupe. 7110 440;oaceot oub-9roup oleo &love a 141/414r
coefficient than the others in the relation of the make-up ex

the clams-group to its linguietic usage in that ambit and
between spectator exposure and behaviour in recreational
activities and in groups of friends, although in this Piet C400

the difference le not so marked. Thio 0400 oub-group also
exhibits a lesser correletion then the others between the
language in which it is taught at school and its linguistic

usage with teachers.

It would gleam that the existence, in general, of eigniti-

Cativo correletion between context end behaviour and, sore

specifically, between the invidence of autochthonouo population
in the immigrante; surroundings and the degree of use which
immigrants make of Catean, cen be interpreted in the sense that
Linguistic behaviour in Catalan endior Castilian is a function
of the first dimension.

The probable explanation of thin relationship between the
degree of the use of Catalan and the coepsition at ambits le
that the presence of catalans is absolutely necessary for
immigrants to use Catalan spontaneously in any social area.
Given that the component of immigrant origin almost always

appears to use Castilian in its intragroup relations - 40 occurs
with catalan in the case of catalans - 4 fundamental condition
for their using the second language is tor them to be in contact
with speakers of the indigenous tongue.

Nvertheless, this condition of having to meet Catalano
being necessary tor the spontaneous social use of the host
group's language does not wholly account for the linguistic

behaviour of immigrants. Given that they are in contact with an
indigenous population capable in general, of understanding and
speaking Castilian, the mothoir tongue of subjects ot immigrent
origin, the mare fact of meeting Catalina does not signify that
Catalin is used in the resultant interactions. In fact, in the
majority of cases, as is shown by the differences between the
correlation indices for interlocutory and spectator exposures,
inter-group conversitions tend to be conducted more in Castilian
than in Catalan.
Generally speaking* once contact has boon established with

members of the host community, it would seam that persons of
immigrant origin tend to use Catalan more when there are more
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Catalan origin individuals present then when they find themselves in on nvironsent in which the presence of eubjecte of both
immigrent and Malan origin is more *welly belenceid, In the

first wise, the percentege of persons using Catelen or

Catalen/Cestilian to colealnittet within the ambit is around 40%,
while in the asap of heterogeneously composed circle§ the figure
drops to 40/44%. Coneeguently, the moo of their second Language
I. not only regulated by the preeence or absence of Cotalans in
the respective eocial domains, but rather by their proportion in
relation to the number or tnmigrante present (bleo 402 end
404).

The adaptation of the second generation lanigrent-origin
individual to the linguistic preaeure of the context, notwithstanding the nom, observed by the sujority of +adults, which
customarily dictates the use of Castilian in conversational

exchanges between the two linguistic groups, seems to be

explatood then not by reseene of eimple communication but rather
by reasons of identification induced by social control (Haugen,
1044: Esteve 1,77: 0,Anglejan, 104)). Very probably, the use of
Catalan by immigrants, above all in the first Immo of acquiring
their second language, relates to the need to homogenile their
linguistic behaviour with that of their companione, that is to
say, to integrate themselves socially with the ether persons
present in a specific ambit. As the composition of the area
becomes wore Catalan, that is, when there are more indigenous
persons present than immigrants, so the latter will experience 4
greeter need to adept themselves to the environment and will
therefore have more motivation to began to speak Catalan, basing

thesselves initially on the receptive proficiency they have
already attained.

The differences observed between the various age subgroups, and principally between the sub-groups at each end of

the age range, in the correlations between behaviour and
spectator exposure or the demogrephic celmposition in the
neighbourhood and the class-group, suggest that the need to

adept his or her linguistic behaviour to the particular environment decreases as the individual grows up. In spite of the fact
that the adolescent sub-group generally shows greater exposure
to social contexts with more Catalan presence, their behaviour
does not adapt itself to this fact and therefore produces lees
correlation between th two dimensions in comparison with that
which the other sub-groups schieve. Ibis phenomenon seems to

indicate that, in agreement with Ervin-Tripp (WM, the need
tor social support is much sore important for children than for
other persons: for this mem it is poesible thst a child,s

choice of linguistic variety depends more on the social environment than is the case with adults. The need, generally subconscious (lourhis, 12114), to be like one's companions, including
linguistically, could diminish with the passage of time.
From &nether point of view, an element which should also
help to explain the differences betwepen the sub-groups is the
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varying ages at which they began to receive input of Catalan
through the educational system. The remarkably divergent results
of the correlations between the language of instruction and

behaviour with the schoolteacher in the 9-10 years and the
adolescent sub-groups would seem to confirm this hypothesis. The
reasons, as we have indicated, are probably to be found in the
difference in age of the subjects at the moment they started to
receive exposure to Catalan through t4e medium of the school
system. While persons of 9-10 years/4T41 Grade EGB began their
schooling at a time when Catalan was being reintroduced into the
school system, those in the 15-16 years sub-group were around 10
to 11 years of age before they began to receive Catalan to any
significant degree from their teachers.

A probable consequence of this early exposure to Catalan
is that children start to develop an expressive ability in an
age-period particularly appropriate for learning languages and,
moreover, for increasing the use of Catalan in communicating
with fellow-pupils of Catalan origin in the classroom, particularly if the pressure of Catalan in the school system is greater
than that of Castilian. This last factor, then, presumably
contributes to the rise in the index of linguistic convergency
towards Catalan in the intergroup interaction, so that the
individual of immigrant origin, who from the beginning becomes
accustomed to speaking in Catalan to Catalan subjects in the
classroom, will have daily opportunities to practise it and to
attain a significant degree of colloquial fluency in his second
language. The fluency acquired in Catalan and the habit of using
it with members of the host community in the classroom and with
their teachers will in all probability encourage subjects to use
it as well in other ambits with people who identify themselves
as Catalan-speaking. This result would seem to be confirmed by
the increase in general of the correlations of behaviour with
spectator exposure at the lower age. That is to say, the fact
that persons in the 9-10 years sub-group and also in the 17 "3
years sub-group observe a linguistic behaviour more in acc:,!
ce with the composition of the domain than do the 15-16 yes- Jld
subjects, could also be accounted for by their greater fluency
in Cattiun resulting from using that language in school. This
permitn Ole younger sub-groups to speak more in Catalan in
accordance with the composition of the areas.

The age at which the individual is st!.alated, whether
through social context or a hierarchical
'vity such as
schooling, would appear then to be a crucial
triable of any
process of bilingualization, and still more so in the case of
linguistic groups coming into contact, one of which in general
tends rore to have a prior knowledge nf the language of the
other. Consequently, it would seem that we can conclude that the
earlier the immigrant individual comes into stimulat,ve contact
with Catalan, the more he or she will acquire both receptive and
expressive competence, an assertion which has alzeady been
confirmed by the first studies made on the last 1114651 immigrations into Catalonia (Maluquer, 1963). In accordance also with
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the most recent international bibliography on the subject,
puberty seems to be critical point for acquiring expressive
proficiency in a second language, in this case Catalan. Although
general agreement resides principally in the phonetic aspect of
languages, as being an important difficulty once a person is
over 10-12 years old (Mackey, 1983; Oksaar, 1983; Dulay, 1982),
in the situation examined herein, with no linguistic barrier to
prevent communication in Castilian in his or her surroundings,

the total use itself of the second language seems to be
affected.

Individuals, then, exposed to Catalan in social situations
in which that linguistic group predominates or to schooling in
that language at an early age, will benefit from many favourable
factors in contrast to those who may only begin to experience
these contacts after puberty. While in the case of the former
their linguistic habits will not yet have become settled (Bodi,

1980), their linguistic acquisition is largely subconscious
(Dulay, 1982) and they will have more cerebral plasticity and
verbal curiosity (Tic'', 1982), these advantages will be lost or
greatly diminished in adolescence. Moreover, the subjects who
are already over puberty will not feel themselves so driven to
express themselves as they were in childhood; they will no
longer feel the need to relate to others through total identifi-

cation with them (Ervin-Tripp, 1973) and they will experience
psychological and social changes that will create a social gulf
between them and the host group, in this case Catalan (Schumann,
1975). It can also be presumed that they will take note of the
cultural, social and even political implications of the situation (Siguan, 1984) and will develop or modify their attitudes
(Strubell, 1981). The first years of schooling therefore seem to
be the most decisive for the acquisition of expressive capacity
in Catalan by second generation immigrants.

Turning our attention to the results of correlations
commented on in this chapter, in the 15-16 years sub-group the
intervention of expressive linguistic competence as an independent variable on their linguistic behaviour appears to be clear.
Failure to acquire oral expressive automatisms at an earlier age
seams to be indicated as the principal cause of their lesser use
of Catalan in relation to spectator exposure in those ambits in
which they encounter a majority of the host group. It could very

well be that if these persons had practised and acquired
expressive ability in their second language prior to their

exposu%';:, to the contexts in which they constantly move, the
coeffic-ins obtained between these two variables, spectator
exposure, 76nd be?,mviour, would now also be high in the case of
this paLtioular sub-group.

Thvt:it considerations seem to indicate then that the

relatiol between behaviour and expressive linguistic proficiency
is not just a situation of cause and effect, in that order. As
we hf.ie already implied in the previous chapter, although it
appe!Ars to be true that an indispensable condition for the
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developing of expressive ability in Catalan is the practical use
of it in the social communicative context, it is no less clear

that it is precisely the lack of the development of this

expressive facility in Catalan which inhibits immigrants from
using it, even when they find themselves in the most favourable
contexts to do so. The crucial point of this relation is to be
found in the initiation of the use of Catalan, since, as we have

seen in the last chapter, without putting it to practical use
there can never be any development of expressive capacity.
However, the factor which makes a vicious circle out of these
two concepts in the process which we are examining, is the
actual lack of the need to use Catalan in the context of the
immigration group, in view of the general bilingualization in
Castilian of the indigenous population. the key then to initiating any process of acquiring an expressive capacity in a
language present in the social medium of the individual is the
need to use it in personal intercommunication, a specific
condition which does not exist in the circumstances of the
second generation immigrant in Catalonia. As we have concluded,
it would seem that the only factors that influence the initiating of a process to develop expressive competence in the
language of the autochthonous population are, firstly, the need

for immigrant persons to identify socially when they find

themselves in ambits in which Catalans are in the majority, and
secondly, the hierarchical pressure exerted by the language used

by their school teachers, provided that the individual is

affected by these factors before the age of puberty. If these
Variables are lacking at the crucial moment it will be much more
difficult, if not impossible, for subjects to attain an eventual

mastery of colloquial fluency of Catalan enabling them to
express themselves in that language on a linguistic level

approaching that of native Catalans. If, however, in contexts
such as their working life or their personal relationships
subjects encounter stimuli important enough for them to start
using Catalan, their acquisition of expressive proficiency,
except perhaps from the phonetic aspect, can reach a high level
of similarity to that of the native population and ultimately
assure them complete mastery of colloquial usage.

Regarding the other dimension of the context, in the
between interlocutory exposure and linguistic behaviour, a
relation fully confirmed by the results set out herein. In
comparison with spectator exposure, interlocutory exposure is
generally higher and more stable in its correlation with the

previous chapter we had already indicated the parallel existing

linguistic usage of individuals of immigrant origin, which would
seem to suggest the general functioning of adaptation on the
part of the host population to the language used by the speaker,
a phenomenon which, as we have persistently stressed, permits
inter-group communication without immigrants needing to use
Catalan. On the occasions when the immigrant has not already
acquired sufficient verbal practice of Catalan, he or she will
address himself or herself in Castilian to all those with whom

he or she is in conversation, whether they be of immigrant
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origin or Catalan. This monolingual behaviour of the non-Catalan
origin individual will in turn generally also produce a reply in

Castilian from all those with whom he or she is speaking,
whether they be immigrants or hosts. That is to say, the

immigrant's linguistic usage, mainly in anibits with no clear
Catalan majority, will very probably be that which determines
the language in which the inter-group interaction is conducted
(Esteva, 1977). Only in the vehicular language of educational
instruction does a slightly lesser correlation between the two
dimensions seem to be shown, a logical enough result since
adaptation by the sdhoolteacher - who is addressing the classgroup generally - to the language which the immigrant may speak
consequently ccustitutes a greater difficulty.
In general, then a phenomenon of linguistic convergence or
adaptation of speech is produced (Hamers & Blanc, 1983; Bourhis,
1984), whether it be towards Castilian - more usual up to now -

or towards Catalan - probable only if the immigrant already
speaks in that language - which may explain the high degree of
interrelation between interlocutory exposure and linguistic
behaviour. Bilingual conversation, that is to say, use of his or
her primary language by each speaker, therefore seems to occur
only rarely.

As regards the media, we also have evidence of the
existence of a correlation between overall linguistic behaviour
and the degree of exposure to tdlevision, radio and written
natter in Catalan, higher in the case of the third than in the
other two media. The cause and effect sequence is not immediately clear. The hypothesis could perfectly well be advanced that
as exposure of the individual immigrant to communication media
in Catalan increases so proportionately does his or her usage of
Catalan in.the social context; alternatively, it could also be

argued that the more an individual speaks Catalan in his

immediate surroundings, the more he or she tends to tune into
Catalan radio and television programmes and also to read in that
language. It seems difficult to imagine any direct influence by
greater exposure to these media in Catalan on the linguistic
behaviour of the sUbject of immigrant origin, in the state of

affairs studied. If, and only then with difficulty, social

context itself barely succeeds in exerting any influence on the
use of the language.of the host group, still less will some
variables of solely receptive linguistic activity, notwithstanding their great power of persuasion. On the contrary, it
seems more realistic to consider the relation as a consequence
of the greater use of Catalan. As the individual uses Catalan
more in his or her ambits the more marked will be his or her

integration into the host group and, in consequence, the
similarity of his or her behavioural tendencies towards the
media to those of the host group. It should not be forgotten
that exposure to specific Catalan radio or television programmes

or the reading of Catalan publications are also motivated
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actions on the part of the individual, depending on his or her
readiness to select such programmes or reading matter (Table
404).

In the course of this chapter we have examined the
relationship between context and behaviour. The hypothesis that
the latter is a function of the former seems to be proved, but
not without qualifications. We can presume that the influence of
the social context in which the individual finds himself or
herself on the extent of his or her acquisition and use of
Catalan is presumably valid, given that the person's contact
with the indigenous population is specifically an indispensable
condition for such behaviour to become current. However, the
possibility of interaction with the host population is a

necessary condition, but often an insufficient one in itself,
for generating the use of Catalan by immigrants. At the start of
the individual's linguistic apprenticeship two other conditions
are also required: that the ratio of Catalans to persons of
immigrant origin be high in the ambits of social activity in
which the latter participate or that the latter be subjected to
a hierarchical use of Catalan (the schoolteacher) and, secondly,
that this degree of adequate exposure to the second language
should occur at an early age, that is to say, not much later
than the commencement of obligatory schooling.

Even if these conditions are fulfilled, it may still not
be posible to predict that the subject will achieve expressive
competence in Catalan - an attainment only made possible through
use of that language - since it may well happen that, being able

always to communicate in Castilian with the host group, a
certain number of immigrants will never regard themselves as
obliged to use Catalan to talk to members of the indigenous
community. Bilingualization of the host population in Castilian,
the mother tongue of the immigrants, therefore produces the
absence of any linguistic barrier between the groups in contact,
which enormously differentiates the situation analysed herein
from those arising from other migratory phenomena to countries
speaking a different language.

CHAPTRRV
CORCLUsION

1. Results of the Research

We have analysed the interrelation between linguistic
context, behaviour and in the process of the acquisition of the

second language - Catalan - by second generation Castilianspeaking immigrants in Vilafranca del Penediss (Barcelona

province).

The majority of this population of linguistic immigrants,
coming mainly from the southern regions of Spain, arrived in the
locality between 1960 and 1975, attracted by the economic growth
of Catalonia, which constituted a very different situation from
that existing in their zone of origin. Today, these immigrants
make up approximately 40% of the population of Vilafranca del

Penedits. The majority generally live spread over the new
peripheral areas, with 51-75% of the indigenous population
living in.the neighbourhood, although more than a third of them

congregate in specific districts in which they outnumber
Catalans, Overall, immigrants tend to have a lescer degree of
academic instruction than the Catalans, but in no case is there
a radical division by origins in this respect.

Contacts between the two groups, less frequent at the
start because of differences of language, culture and custom,
seem to show a tendency to become more intensified as the length
of time the immigrant has been in the locality increases. At
least this would appear to be demonstrated by the progressive
increase of mixed marriages, a factor which probably has a
moderating effect on the initial volume of the two linguistic
groups in the younger population strata. It is our estimation
that from there being 60% Catalans in the global population of
Vilafranca del Penediss, there has been a drop of 5% to 55%
Catalan speakers in the total number of those born between 1969
and 1975, while the proportion of subjects with Castilian as
their first language is maintained at 40% and bilingual families
now account for 5%.

In the group of the population aged between 9 and 16

years, the majority of individuals of immigrant origin, unlike
their parents and grandparents, were born in Catalonia. However,
subjects born in a household in which both father and mother are
of non-Catalan origin have only received as their first language
that of their parents, viz. Castilian. Modern communications
media to be found today in the home - principally television have mainly transmitted to them also in that language.
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In accordance with its demographic composition, the
majority of these second'generation immigrants hear Catalan and
Castilian spoken around them in the district in whidh they live,
but rather more than a third generally listen only to Castilian.
However, although the majority find themselves surrounded by
fellow immigrant-origin persons and Catalans in more or less
equal proportions, it is only a third part of the total immigrant-origin group whidh habitually receives messages in the two
languages in the zone where they live, since on finding themselves in the company of members of the population who are also
bilingual in Castilian, it is that language which they mostly
use in inter-sroup contacts.
During the course of their primary studies (Educacid
General Basica - EGB - General Basic Education for children
between 5 and 14 years of age), they find themselves for the
most part integrated into class-groups also predominantly of
immigrant origin. This situation, in all probability, is brought

about by the considerable volume of population of their own
group and by the tendency of the host population to use private
schools, while individuals of immigrant origin mainly receive
their schooling in the public educational system. On the other
hand, when they get to secondary education level, the majority
of subjeots in the institute classroom are of Catalan origin
due to the increase resulting from the incorporation of pupils
residing outside the regional capital. A result of this structuring of the scholastic population is that in this ambit only
half of the individuals are exposed to Catalan or to Catalan /
Castilian during E.G.B. through their classmates. In BUP-FP, on
the contrary, all immigrant-origin subjects receive one of these
two types of linguistic exposure. In the same way as occurs in

the residential district, the degree of Catalan which they
receive when messages are directly addressed to them is reduced,
for the most part equally, throughout all age sub-groups.

Immigrants who participate in organized recreational
activities, some two-thirds of the total, tend to find themselves in situations in which the incidence of Catalan is
significantly high, although here again they will be addressed

more in Castilian.

By contrast, groups of friends are made up in most cases
by individuals of the same origin, a norm however, which tends

to be less observed in adolescence, in which period they
associate more with Catalan subjects. The latter nevertheless
also frequently use the first language of immigrants to communicate with friends of such origin.

Overall, about half this stratum has nearly always

received school instruction in Castilian, although both younger
and older persons in the BUB-FP stage encounter an increase in
the incidence of the language of the host community, an inorease
which has probably been included by the progressive introduction
of Catalan into the school system.
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In general, attendance in specific social domains having

different types of linguistic exposure enables the second
generation immigrant group as a whole to have a generalized
contact with Catalan in the social environment outside the
family, although to a lesser degree than they have with
Castilian. However, even when they establish contact with the
host population, the messages which they receive from it will
tend to be phrases in Castilian rather than Catalan which,
together with the notable level of inter-group relations among
immigrants, enormously reduces the social pressure whiCh the
non-indigenous population might otherwise have undergone.

Consequently, t%as linguistic behaviour of this second
generation of immigray -3 is in Castilian in almost all domains.
Only when students interact with their teachers and in organized
recreational activities we can observe that Castilian is being
used to a lesser degree. In the whole, they use Castilian to a
larger degree than Catalan in their commurlcations with their
environment. This is true to the point that 40% of the sample
studied do not use the language of the host population in any of

the social ambits in which they participate. On the other
extreme, there is only a small minority using Catalan to a
larger degree than Castilian.

With regards to linguistic competence, it can be said that

the whole of the immigrant second generation understands the

language of the host population. Nevertheless, only a small part
of this group has developped the ability to emit messages in
this new code. Castilian has the dominance over Catalan in their
bilinguality. This result is different in the same generational
stratum of Catalan origin. This group shows -on the contrary- a
balanced level of competence in both languages. The knowledge
that the immigrant group has of the Catalan language, however,
varies according to the themes, probably in the degree of usage
of this code in the different domains.

The better knowledge of Castilian than of catalen among
the non-indigenous group is also evident when we observe the
important degree of interference that their first language has
over the second. This degree of interference is also higher than
that of the host group in the same code, and far smaller than
the presence of Catalan in their Castilian.

The second generation of linguistic immigrants in Vilafranca is, generally speaking, in a context which can stimulate
the receptive acquisition of Catalan but in a lesser extent, the
development of expressive competence in that language. The more
or less constant presence of Catalan that immigrant persons

experience in some ambits of their social life whets their

curiosity - frequently in a subconscious manner at an early age
- and sots in motion the acquisitive mechanisms governing the
understanding of that language. In contrast, bilingualization in
Castilian of the host population through its schooling in that

language, the very presence of immigrants and the norm it
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observes of using Castilian in addressing immigrant-group
persons, eliminates any linguistic barrier between tho two
groups in question and, in general, leaves the non-natives
without any motivation for achieving oral proficiency in
Catalan.

This ladk of any real need to use Catalan results in turn
in the subject failing to get the practice in speaking which is
indispensable for the development of fluency of expression in

that language - the only road to achieving a complete and

efficacious expressive competence - so that the very possibility
of acquiring this capacity is thereby cut off. In this way, the
lack of a facility for speaking Catalan is also converted into a

factor of major influence in the linguistic usage of the
immigrant subject since, once puberty is over, the effort of
starting the practice of expression will become more difficult

and inconvenient, so that another reason is added for not using
Catalan in the social context. As a consequence of this non-use
of Catalan by the immigrant, the use of Castilian by the host
population will increase in inter-group conversations, thereby
in turn having the effect of consolidating this norm, which will
contribute towards impeding immigrants from being stimulated to
use Catalan in addressing the indigenous population.
The only persons who eacape this vicious circle appear to

be those who, before puberty,

find themselves immersed in

predominantly catalan ambits and/or have been taught at school
in Catalan. In the former case, the stimulus to USO Catalan
instead of Castilian for addressing individuals of the host

group will very probaby be caused by the need to identify
socially with the medium, that is, to homogenise their lin-

guistic behaviour with that of their companions in the milieu.
In the latter situation, the hierarchical relationship betwean
pupil and teacher will play its part in the person answering in
Catalan when spoken to in that language by his or her teachers.
The two mechanisms have in common the fact that they set in
motion the practice of oral expression in Catalan which, once it

has been sufficiently developed, will make it easy for the
individual to use Catalan in situations in which he or she
considers this to be opportune.

Given that in prihciple contrary attitudes are not
detected (Bastardas, 1983), it is logical to think that the
receptively and expressively bilingual immigrant will have no

difficulty in using the language of the host group in his or her
interactions with persons of that origin, provided that they
come into contact and that the latter also speak to them in
Catalan. It is important then to bear in mind that, apart from
command of the language, the other indispensable requirement for
using Catalan is the opportunity to use it, that is, physical

contact with the host population. It appears difficult to

imagine that in the present circumstances Catalan will be used
by immigrants instead of Castilian in their intra-group interactions. Thus the only possibility of immigrants using Catalan
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lies in the extent of the personal interactions they have with
Catalans. In this sense, the high percentage of immigrant-origin
population, which makes for a cooxistential self-sufficiency,
and the natural tendency for each linguistic group to associate
more with members of its own origin than with subjects of the
other, are factors which very probably have an influence on
impeding the daily use of the language of the host community.

Cqntext, then, shows itself to be the most important of
the three elements which we have reviewed in this study. It is

this dimension which induces the acquisition of receptive
proficiency, which decides 'whether or not expressive automatism
will be developed and which, in khort, controls linguistic
usage. Behaviour and competence are subject, in general, to the
context, but this does not signify that they are not elements

which in specific situations can have an influence on the

context itself. For example, non-proficiency in Catalan on the

part of immigrants can modify the behaviour of the person

addressing them, in the same way as the presence of an immigrant
who has not yet attained receptive ability in Catalan can cause
Castilian to be used among themselves by a group of Catalans so
that he or she can follow the conversation, although this is a
situation which, after the immigrant subject has had some years
of contact with Catalan, already seems to be occurring with lass
frequency.

For their part, behaviour and competence are dimensions

that can also produce differing cause and effect results,
principally at the level of expressive skill. Initially, it

appears evident that achieving the sufficient amount of training
and consolidation of the mechanisms of oral expression in the
language which seeks mastery is only possible in relation to its
use in society, which is to say that linguistic proficiency is a
function of behaviour. But, looking at the relation between the
two in reverse, it is also true that competence will act as an
independent variable on behaviour, enabling or not enabling a
specific language to be used in a concrete situation if there
exists the possibility of using the other language, just as in
the case which we have examined.

The results of this research show that there was a sound

basis of truth in the conclusions drawn in Chapter I which
maintained that bilingualization in Catalan of the earlier
second generation of immigrants who arrived in Catalonia before
1960 differed in its results from that of the present second
generation descendants of the massive migrations of the 1960 -

1975 era. The assertion, subscribed to in the study of the

population of Terrassa (Barcelona province) (1950, 50% Catalans
/ 50% immigrants) at the beginning of the new migratory waves
(Maluquer, 1963) that, starting with the first generation born
in Catalonia of immigrant parents, assimilation is complete,
wouid seem already to have ceased to be consistent in general
with reality in such places as Vilafranca del Penedis, with 60%
Catalans and 40% immigrants. Whereas formerly the mere social
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nvironment vas sufficient to result in the lar4e majority if
not the whole of the second generation acquiring a complete,
native-standard mastery of Catalan, at the present time and
specifically in the urban nucleus studied herein, some 40% of
this sector of the population does mot speak Catalan in any of
the domains of social activity which are customarily those of

greatest importance at their age (in the case of adolescents the
figure increases to 50). Moreover, only 26% assert that they
know how to speak Catalan well (although on the other hand only
a vary small minority owns to speaking it badly), and only about
14% claim to have a colloquial mastery of Catalan equal to that
which they have of their first language.

The situation, then, seems to be different from that
produced in many other cases of bilingualization of second
generation immigrants, such as Galician' in Mew York (Gutitrrez,
1971), Norwegians (Haugen, 1953) or Puerto Ricans in general in
the United States (Rogler et al., 1980) and Russians (Sodi,

1980) or Italians (Campbell, 1980) in Australia. In these

particular instances it is characteristic, although with certain
differences in linguistic usage, for second generation immigrants to have generally acquired a fluent knowledge - up to the
standard of the native population - of the language of the host
country, which is the language they use in their contacts with
ambits outside the family or the community of their own origin.

In the case of iamigrants in the locality researched,
contrary to these other general examples, the group constitutes
a considerable percentage of the population in comparison with
the indigenous inhabitants, thus assuring them of a significantly numerous representation in most of their zones of social
activity - the neigh;.ourhood, the school, or, when of working
age, in their place of employment. Moreover, they find themselves in contact with a host community which not only understands their language but politically forms part of a State in
which the language of the imaigrant group is predoninant at the

official level and throughout the whole population. These
factors, together with the particular conception of the act of
migration held by the linguistic immigrant, i.e. that he has
only movisd from his region of origin but not outside the
frontiers of his State, create a radically different situation,
in which the need to learn and use the language of the new
community is not felt to be vital or indispensable for survival
or for integration in the nev medics.

As regards, more pecifically, second generation individuals - lacking as they do very pronounced views and attitudes
at the outset of their socialization -, as long as conditions of
demographic equilibrium between the two groups keep recurring at
school, and the teaching staff, in marked contrast with what

generally occurs ir the other cases, still only uses the
language of the host country very little - although it is now
being used more -, their social context, iasersed in that of
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adults, again does not help them in acquiring an emmissime
command of the second language.

2. Linitations of the Present Study end Recommendations
for Future Research

The principal liaitation of our study on the second
generation immigrant is very probably the objective neasurement
of the bilinguality which, due to the restricted time and means
at the disposal of the researcher, bad to be carried out in
writing. As we have already forewarned the reader, in considering the literal results for the coefficient of bilinguality
it should always be taken into account that they derive from
tests conducted in writing and not orally. We have seen then the
influence exerted by the greater degree of written usage of
Castilian common among our subjects as compared with that of
catalan. Pros the point of view of the correlation of this index
with other variebles however, its results are certainly valid,
since the yids margin between the points recorded by individuals
is, in general, attributable to other factors, distinct from
whether the exercises were conducted orally or in writing.
We would reconmend therefore for future research projects
on oral proficiency, that the method of word-naning be oral,
insofar as this is possible* in order to obtain measurement
figures approximating more nearly to reality in the case of this
aspect of expression. However, use of the written method can be
perfectly valid in conducting lexical exercises in two languages
in which there is an even balance as regards written practice.

The choice of semantic interest-centros for the carrying
out of lexical tests has shown itself to be generally sound for

the comparison of results with linguistic usage, with the
exception of So. 3, Manes, sports and anasementsw). If it were

a question than of using this method again, it night be boast to

seek a better alternative as a thews covering recreational
activities.

Another point to be taken into account, this tine in
connection with answers to the questionnaire relating to the
reality of the situation of those in the 9-14 years age sector,
is the numerically omaller representation of the BUP-FP group

within the total nanber of examineee. This is duo to the
elimination of more individuals of this category when finally
selecting the whole group to be studied, principally for not
meeting the requirement tor equality between age / scholastic

levels, and because of a higher incidence of absence from

classes. In future it is going to be necessary to control this
aspect to a greater extent and seek from individuals of this age
bracket their full cooperation and firm commitment to participate.
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Finally, data deriving from questionnaires ore always
liable to be influenced by the notions of the individual, which
occasionally do not conform with reality. Despite tha care and
attention devoted to obtaining truthtml and correct replies, the

resultant figures should always be considered as general
tendencies, and not as being asthmatically exact.

tn addition to the correctives and pnlicimations just
indicated, we also believe it is FA the interests of a more

profound study of this particular line of research to stress how
useful it would be in future for further reaearch to be devoted
to;

a)

Repetition of this study in other Catalan localities, preferably of different demography, in order
to determine the various effects of the medium,
comers results and confirm or refute the hypotheses
advanced herein;

h)

Repetition also of the work in populations situated

in other linguistic areas of Spain or any other

aountry which have suffered migratory phenonena akin

to those in Catalonia, in order to compare the
results between situation* where a distinct second
language and a different general context exists;
*)

Tha study in depth, by ethnographical and naturalist

methodology, of the relation betifimsn the three

dimensions we have anal se, principally wten

starting school and in suvironsents of inter-group
contact, with the aim, moreover, of following the
evolution of the situation length-vise: and
4)

The simultaneous pursuit of the evolution of the
xaminees in later stages of their lives, academic
and occupational, in order to find out how they have

developed and by what factors they halm been
affected.

3. Final Observations

The present sociolinguistic condition* in this part of
Catalonia encourage the host population to be bilingual in
Catalan and Castilian at receptive and expressive levels, and an

inportant segment of the imnigrant-origin component to be
bilingual in Catalan only as regards receptive ability. This
perpetuation of the linguistic imbalance between citizens, at a
stage when Catalan has recovered its status as an official
language and has bottoms an /Advantage and even a prerequisite
when aspiring to specific jobs, can be a potential and important

source of social conflict, seen as discrimination against

persons of non-Catalan origin.
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In accord with the conclusions of our study, it tlo
vicious circle of non-us / non-learning of Catalan by Loafgrants is to be broken, social and political measures need to Le
taken to permits
a)

b)

Increased use of Catalan as the vehicular language
of obligatory education, mainly in the first years
of schooling and in any event b4fore puberty;
Intermixing of the indigenous and immigrant comnuni-

ties in the sake-up of the class-group in

ISChoolo

also always preferably in the early stages of
schooling;
c)

Realization by parents of second generation immigrants of the advantages of these smesuxes, with the
aim of enlisting their support and encouragement of
the process within the framework of the really as
wells

d)

The alerting of the host population to the differences between first and second generation immigrants, as regards their differing potentiality to
achieve linguistic proficiency and particularly the
urging of the indigenous population to cooperate in
fomenting the use of Catalan by the second generetions and

.o)

Within the bounds of possibility, the reduction of
residential segregation of the immigrant population,
and the encouraging of every course of action which

might sake for closer daily coexistence between
individuals of the two groups.

These types of measures are valid not only for the

locality we Wive studied but also for other population nuclei in
Catalonia with sinilar characteristics. Very probably the
tendencies recorded herein also apply in other Catalan localities with a similar number and cosposition of inhabitants, so
that our results can be said to be applicable in their broad

outlines, to this particular type ot urban agglomeration in

general. On the other hand, they do not appear to be so easily
generalized - above all in the purely descriptive aspects - in
areas of Cstalonia in which there are large concentrations of
imaigrants with scant opportunities for contact with V.e host
population, such as those generally found in the metropolitan
environment of a few big cities. Nor can they possibly be in
respect of rural nuclei with a low index of imnigration.

To arrive then at a clear Image closely corresponding

to
the complex reality of the second generation immigrant in
present.iday Catalonia would require other monographs on different residential struoture-types to persit a more profound
understanding of the various situations which are simultaneously
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current today in Catalonia. We can presume that the results
would vary according to how the popIllation is made up and, to a

lesser degree on account of the as yet slow momentum of the

implantation of Catalan as the vehicular language of educational
instruction, depending on ag,4 and the degree of exposure to
Catalan in this respect. As ragards these varioua situations,

and principally in communities Otero maximum segregation of

immigrants exists, other measures will have to complement those
proposed herein, if it is intendod to inst41 :inguistic equality
in every citizen and thus avoid potent io'. social conflicts of
unpredictable gravity. As *.:14 bftve irJ f.ated earlier, once a

language has been declareJ c4fficial and its knowledge in
occupational fields becomes neccasary and rowarding, command of
it is converted into an important ed,....Inomic asset without which

persons can automatically fild thooselves in a position of

disadvantage. Consequently, on
a decisive, imaginative policy
of linguistic levelling of the differing grades of citizens from
the outset - viz, acquired within the family environment - can

bring about, in the circumstances presently prevailing in
Catalonia, the diminishment and progressive solution of this
latent linguistic prcblem.
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TEST PAPER ON CONTEXTUALIZED WORD.NAMING

Given name

Num.

1" surname

2"d surname

Level of studies

School

Subject

1

18

35

2

19

36

3

20

37

4

21

38

5

22

39

6

23

40

7

24

41

8

25

42

9

26

43

10

27

44

11

28

45

12

29

46

13

30

47

14

31

48

15

32

49

16

33

50

17

34

51
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TRANSLATION OF TEX SOCIOLINGUISTIC QUESTIONNAIRE

No.

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
BY PUTTING A CROSS (x) AGAINST HIMBL2112a.9u1F
OF THE POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO EACH QUESTION

1. Given namo

First surname

Sacond surname
2. Address
Street, Square, etc.

Floor

NIP

Apartomont

Town
3.

(lf you do not live in Vilafranca, proceed to question Nir 4)
In which district of Vilafranca do you live?
1.
Centre
2.
Les Clotes
3.
L'Espirall
4.
El Poble Nou
5.
6.

4.

5.

Sant Juliet

7.

El Moli Wen Rovira
Elsewhere

1.
2.

Boy
Girl

Sex

Age

Years

6. Whore were you born?
1.
Catalonia, Balearic Is. or Valencia
2.
Another part of Spain
3.
Etsewhere

7. (rf you were born in Cavalonia, Balearic Xs. or Valencia,
proceed straight to question NI 8)
If you were not born in Catalonia, Balearic Is. or Valencia,
how old were you when you arrived in Catalonia?
Years old

8. Present educational centre
01. Dr. Estalella Graells
02. Mas i Perera
03. Pau Boada
04. Dr. Balt& Elias
05. Crist6for Mastro
06. Sant Elias (Col.legi
del Carme)

07.
08.
09.
10.

Sant Ramon
Montagut
Santa Anna
Institut de Formacid
Professional
11. Inst. "Eugeni d'Ors"
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9. Presopt school course
1.
45:e Grade E.G.O.
2.
7w11 Grade E.G.B.
3,
2nu Grade P.P.
2n4 Grade B.U.P.
10. Please do not answer this question w2J.SZtkqllflt.t.est-t.

kr your teacher
Group?
11. Where was your father born?
1.
Catalonia, Balearic Is. or Valencia
2.
Another part of Spain
3.
Outside Spain
12. Where was your mother born?
1.
Catalcnia, Balearic Is. or Valancia
2.
Another part of Spain
3.
Outside Spain

13. In what language do your father and mother speak tp each
other?
1.
Both always in Catalan
2.
Both always in Castilian
3.
One always in Catalan and the other always in Casttlian
4.
Both use a mixture of Catalan and Castilian
5.
Other than Catalan and/or Castilian

14. In which language do your parents speak to you?
1.
Both always in Catalan
2.
Both always in Castilian
3.
One always in Catalan and the other always in Castilian
4.
Both use a mixture of Catalan and Castilian
5.
In a language other than Catalan or Castilian
15. In which language dii_you_smeak to your parents?
1.
Always in Catalan to both
2.
Always in Castilian to both
3.
Always in Catalan to one and always in Castilian to the
other
4.
In mixed Catalan and Castilian to both
5.
In a language other than Catalan or Castilian

16. Apart from your parents, which language is generally spoken
in your home by other perqons living there (such as brothers
and sisters, grandparents, aunts and uncles, etc.)?
1.
At home we are only my parents and myself
2.
Always in Catalan
3.
Always in Castilian
4.
In Catalan and Castilian
5.
In a language other than Catalan or Castilian
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17. In which language dizamaiwiax to persona, other than your
parents, who live In your home?
1.
At home we are only my parents and myself
2.
Always in C4ta1an
3.
Always in Castilian
4.
In Catalan and Castilian
5.
In a language other than Catalan or Castilian
le. Which language do you flux spoken In your neighbourhood?
1.
Catalan always or nearly always
2.
Castilian always or nearly always
3.
Catalan and Castilian equally
19

Zn which language do people you know spoak Masa In your
neighbourhood?
1.
In Catalan always or - srly always
2.
In Castilian always oa. nearly always
3.
In Catalan and Casalian equally

O. In which language do xgaz, speak to people you know in your
neighbourhood?
1.
In Catalan always or nearly always
2.
In Castilian always or nearly always
3.
In Catalan and Castilian approximately equally

.

1,

tt
in which
language have the teachers you have had during your school
years taught you lessons?
1.
In catalan always or nearly always
2.
In Castilian always or nearly always
3.
In Catalan and Castilian approximately equally

21. Asuudit-r4.,.

22. Throughout your years at school or Institute in which
language have you spoken to the toachers you have hod?
1.
In Catalan always or nearly always
2.
In Castilian always or nearly always
3.
In Catalan and Cast.Llian approximately equally

23. In which language did you first learn to read and write?
1.
In Catalan
2.
In Castilian
3.
In Catalan and Castilian at the same time

24. How long hav you boon having CatglAn_languagg classes?
1.
6 or more courses
2. .4/5 courses
3.
2/3 courses
4.
1 course

25. In which language do you hear your classmates speak
themselves, at your school or institute?
1.
2.
3.

In Catalan always or nearly always
In Castilian always or nearly always
In Catalan and Castilian approximately equally
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26, In which lamusge do your classmates speak lg..= at your
school
1.
In
2,
In
3.
In

or institute?
Catalan always or nearly always
Castilian always or nearly always
Catalan and Castilian approximately equally

27. In which language do sou speak to your classmates at your
school or institute?
1.
In Catalan alwaya or nearly always
2.
In Castilian always or nearly always
3.
In Catalan and Castilian approximately equally
20. Apart from the normal school or institute routina, thoro aro

other organised spare time activities such as games of
football, basketball, K.I.V., (Childron's activities],
l'espinguet, (Choir), instruction in the catechism, boy
scouts, classes in drawing, design, wee, dancing, etc..,
in which language do you find your companions speaking

themitelm at these?
1.
2.
3.
4.

mu

I do not go to such spare time activities
In Catalan always or nearly always
In Castilian always or nearly always
In Catalan and Castilian approximately equally

29. In which language do your companions there speak lg..= at

the sparetima activities rsferred to in tho previous

question?
1.
I do not go to such spare time activities
2.
In Catalan always or nearly always
3.
In Castilian always or nearly always
4.
In Catalan or Castilian approximately equally

30. In these spare time activities we aro talking about, in
which language do km speak to your companions there?
1.
2.
3.
4.

I do not go to such spare time activities
In Catalan always or nearly always
In Castilian always or nearly always
In Catalan and Castilian approximately equally

31. When you come out of school or the institute each day, and
on holidays, you probably have a friend or group of friends
with whom you play or amuse yourself. In what language do
you hear those boy or girl friends speak among thamstaves?
1.
Normally I do not go out with boy or girl friends in my
spare time
2.
I do not hear these friends speaking among themselvea
because normally I am not in the company of more than
one
3.
In Catalan always or nearly al4ays
4.
In Castilian always or nearly always
5.
In Catalan and Castilian approximately equally
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32. In which language does thin friend or do those friends speak
to yOU more in your spire time?
1.
Normally I do not go out with any boy or girl friend in
my spare time
2.
In Catalan always or nearly always
3.
In Castilian always or nearly always
4,
In Catalan and Caatilian approximately equally

33. In what languave do mu speak to thin friend or these
friends that you normally see in yours
1.

2,
3.
4.

spars tiW

Normally I do not go out with any boy or girl friond in
my spare time.
In Catalan always or nearly always
In Castilian always or nearly always
In Catalan and Castilian approximately equally

34. Possibl/ you go to masa on sundays and religious holidays.
In which language is the mesa which you attend normally
celebrated?
1.
Generally speaking, I do not go to mans
2.
In Catalan
3.
In Castilian
4.
In Catalan and caatilian

35. How often do you generally watch t levision or video in
Castilian?
1.
Never
2.
Once a month,
3.
Three times a
4.
Every day for
5.
Ivory day for

(re even lass

weak, or less
one hour or less
two hours or more

36. Mow often do you generally watch television or video in
Catalan?
1.
Never
2.
Once a month,
3.
Three times a
4.
Every day for
5.
Every day for

or even lass
week, or leas
one hour or less
two hours or more

37. mow often do you generally listen to radio programmes in
Castilian?
1.
Never
2.
Once a month,
3.
Three times a
4.
Ivory day tor
5.
Ivory day tor

or even loss
week, or lass
one hour or less
two !wire or sore

38. Mow often do you geherally listen to radio programmes in
Catalan?
1.
Never
2.
Once a month,
3.
Three times a
4.
Every day tor
5.
Every day tor

or even less
week, or less
one hour or less
two hour* or more
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30. Nov many timas did you go to the theatre or cinesLa last year
to see plays or films n Castilian'
1.
Mono
2.
3.
4.
5.

1-4 tilts§

5*I5 times
15-30 times
More than 30 times

40. How many times did you go to the theatre or cinema last year
to see plays or films in Catalan?
I.
Kona
2.
1-5 times
3.
5-15 times
4.
15.10 times
5.
Mors than 30 times

41. In which language do you generally road books, comics,

magasinos, stories, newspapers, etc which you have at home
or at the library?
I.
Always or newly in Catalan
2.
Always or nearly alwaye in Castilian
3.
Approximataly equally in Catalan and Castilian

42. In which language do you genarally write?
1.
Always or nearly always in Catalan
2.
Always or nearly always in Castilian
3.
Approximately equally in Catalan and Castilian
fit,
D.

43. Noimally which language sults you better to speak?
1.
Catalan
2.
Castilian
3.
Catalan and Castilian equally
44. In which language do you prefer to be taught lesaons?
1.
In Catalan
2.
in Castilian
3.
In Catalan or Castilian without preference
45. How well do you ttank you know how to speak Catalan?
1.
Well
2.
Fairly well
3.
Badly
46. How well do you think you know how tJ speak Castilian?
1.
Well
2.
Fairly well
3.
Badly
47. Do you understand spoken Catalan?
1.
Yas
3.
Fairly well
3.
NO
45. Do you undarstand spoken Castilian?

I.

Yam

3.
3.

Fairly well
No
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3
With the aim of trying to reply to the *motion of to whet
degree the results of the word-nesing test* answered in writing
might be said to match those which would have been atained had
the tests boon conducted orally, farther exercises veto cerried
out in both forms, oral and written, with a sae* meke-up of
individuPle and using the ease theses, the objective being to
enable these results to be compared.

We had the coopexktion of le persons in 4th grade C0B
(9-10 years) and 23 in 7" grade (i217 yearn), of who* 19 were
Catalan speakers and 24 Cestilian-speaking. All tho individuele
participating hod learned to read and write in Caetilian,
whatever their mother tongue. and had then had 40;000 to C4t41,11n
classes 0 hours a week) for Peet of their school years.
Currently, they had teachers who spoke to them about equally in
Catalan and Castilian, although their written linguietic usage
still tended to be predominantly in Castilian.

In the first place they were subjected to written teats,
with a minimum of one week between their revile. in Catalan and
those to the same test in C.-dietitian. Sight weeks later the 9,4419

tests were employed, this time orally, with a week *operating
those in one language from those in the other. The centres of
interest were The hunan body", *The kitchen and the diningroom" and "The etreet".

Cosparison of the results obtained in the written mode of

expression wit h. those produced orally clearly shows that
important differences exist between the product of thew. two
options, principally in the case of the exercises carried out in

Catalan. In the inmigrant-origin sub-group the differences
between oral and written answers are, generally speaking, very

slight in the case of Castilian, with a tendency towards
predosinance of the oral mode of expression 49 regards the
nunber of words counted, By contrast, in the exercises in
Catalan the oral mode of expression always seems to predoninate

and this is very marked in certain interest-centres (tor
instance, an average of 25.5 versus le in The Street* theme).

The Catalan sub-group, for their part, showed very stellar
results in produoing words in Castilian whatever the mode of

expression, although tending to come up with more in the written
form if answer. On the other hand, when they reply to the sane
tests in Catalan, the tendency is generally reversed, i.e. the
predominance is in the oral node ot expression, and the differences in word-count, moreover, assume notable proportions (27
versus le in the "BitChen and the dining-room* interest-centre)
(see Table 5-1).

One notes then in the aggregate of individuals undergoing

the teats a genural decrease in the total number of Catalan
verde produced in the written form of expression, whith is a
partactly logical effect it we consider the greater pressure
exerted by Castilian in this sphere. Granted that thie tendency,
although it is also to be seen Les some"of the results of tests
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in Caetilien, does not attein kn the 1 tter the ømqnitud e *hewn
in exercise* enswered km Cetalan, it con etill be dedueed that
the factor of the first lenguage learned in reeding end writing,

and possibly also that of the lesser or greater usage et 4

lenguage in the written epNaere, intervene* in the result* of

written tests TA) 4 degree which cannot be overlooked.

the hypothesis that the result of our study mould ha *
boon different it the newer* to the lexical exerciee* hod boon
given orally Inateed of in writing, would appear to be ri.44ft.

firmed by the overages of the coefficient of bilinguellty
(obtained by applying to the results of this test the 44414

formula which we used throutshout our work) oospared armordIng to
the ters of owprogolon fro* which th*y derive.

In both the lesigrant and Catalan group* the written
perforsence of this type of test indicated an imbalance at
bilinguatity in WWI' of castillan, a feat which oleo seems to
prove it characteristic of the participants to hove a better
oral than written =wand of Catalan (see Table 4-3). The
correlation between the coefficients of bilinquality which en
oral mode at expression would have achieved and that resulting

free written xpression, do nothing sore than back up our

conclusion on obtsining differring results In oral end written
exercise*, In the two nub-groups investigated, two of the three
interest-centres seleoted show a much lesser degree of correlation than expeated end only one, 'The street., evidences a
high correlation index, of .77, which also goes to show the
diversity of results depending on the interest-centre (Welt
with.

All the data of our study Mould consequently be toterproted in the light at the findings we have just fersulated.
Figures relating to objective linguistic proficiency w411 very
probably always have been influenced by the tact that their

basic data were obtained through written tests.
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T A B L E

2 0 1

INHABITANTS OP PILAFRANCA DEL PENEDES
ACCORDING TO DIRTEPLACE, AS OP 1930, 'Aso AND 1185
pirtholacs

1930

RARITAN=
Catalonia
Other Catalan-spaaking

Mat,

Total N' born in
Catalan-speaking zone
Andalusia
Aragon

1950

1983

%

RARITAN=

%

RARITAN=

%

8.883

91,04

6.992

83,71

18.057

69.77

208

2,13

235

2,19

386

1,49

9.091

93,17

9.227

85,90

18.443

71,26

59

0,60

366

3,41

2.897

11,19

176

1,80

218

2,03

481

1,86

Asturias

2

0,02

12

0,11

50

0,19

Canary Is.

6

0,06

13

0,12

19

0,07

Cantabria

3

0,03

13

0,12

45

0,17

Castile - Laon

51

0,52

134

1,25

367

1,42

Castile - La Mancha

56

0,57

163

1,52

886

3,42

Extre madura

64

0,65

233

2,17

1.607

6,21

Galicia

10

0,10

SO

0,46

127

0,49

Madrid

27

0,28

46

0,43

172

0,66

Murcia

83

0,85

124

1,15

310

1,20

Navarra

19

0,19

39

0,36

51

0,20

8

0,08

24

0,22

68

0,26

Rioja

13

0,13

8

0,07

24

0,10

Ceuta

-

-

-

-

10

0,04

Melilla

-

-

-

-

16

0,06

306

1,20

easqUe country

Abroad

89

Total population
SoUrcess

0,91

9.757

71
10.741

0,66

25.879

Massanell & Marcader. 1957 for %mars 1939 end 1950.
- tainlcipal Government of Vilafranca del Penedés for veer 1983.
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T A B L E

BREARDOWN OF THAT PART OF THE POPULATION OF VILAPRANCA DEL PINED= BORN BEFORE 1860,
BP BIRTHPLACE AND OFFICIAL DISTRICT OF REUBEN=

BIRTHPLACE

District

Section

NEIGHBOURHOOD

CATALAN LANGUAGE AREA
N'

3

3

U

3

1

1

Centre /
Les Clots&

715

57,0

7,5

537

42,8

1

2

Les Clots

708

55,7

7,4

560

2

1

L'Espiral /
Vivendes
Sindicals

879

43,0

9,2

1162

2

2

Pere Alegrat / 1161
Carratera
Barcelona

66,1

12,1

2

3

L'Espirall

515

37,6

.5,4

3

1

San Julia

1337

57,1

l4

3

2

Centro

645

80,4

4

1

El Poble Nou

1025

4

2

El Moli doom
Rovira

1244

4

3

El Pablo Nou

T o t a 1

ABROAD

REST OP SPAIN
3

TOTAL

N'

8,5

2

0,2

8,3

1.254

44,1

8,9

3

0,2

12,5

1.271

56,9

18,4

3

0,1

12,5

2.044

592

33,7

9,3

3

0,2

12,5

1.756

852

62,3

13,5

1

0,1

4,2

1.368

1005

42,9

15,9

-

2.342

6,7

156

19,5

2,5

1

0,1

4,2

69,1

10,7

456

30,8

7,2

2

0,1

8,33

1.483

74,6

13,0

418

25,1

6,6

5

0,3

20,83

1.667

1336

69,6

14,0

580

30,2

9,2

4

0,2

16,7

1.920

8565

60,1

100

6318

39.7

24

0,2

100

Source: Municipal Government of Vilafranca del Penedia

11 1

100

802

15.907

97

T2111.11

203

assxmorr POPULATION OP VITA32114CA OIL MEM
MOM SETS= 10611 AND 1975,
ACCORDXSO TO 0220331 OP PARENTS

13

A-

_nl

-1

- Father and mother born in the Catalan-,
apaaking area

574

42

217

42

- Father born in the Catalan-spoaking area
and mother not, or vice versa

317

22

109

21

- Father and mother born elsevhare in Spain

484

35

168

27

1.375

100

514

100

Total

Source: Nunicicol Government of Vilafranga dal Penedia

1Data based on the composition of the class-groups of 4 th and 7th grades of
E.G.B. (Basic Ganeral Education) level in Vilafranca del Penadas. compilad by
the author.

TAILS

2 04

LAMM= IS WEICE TES =UDR= OF PAJUNTS OY MUSD ORIGIN SPE=
TO TAPIR PARENTS XS VILXPRAMCX OIL MIMES

In Catalan to both father and mother

77

60,6

- In Catalan to father and Castilian to mother, or vice versa

15

11,1

- In Castilian to both father and mother

27

21,2

S

6,2

127

100

Other cases

Source:

ButAxdaii_120.,.

112

98

POPOLSTIOS OP PILSPISSCA DLL PTSZbt1,

=Ganz= TO TZAR OP USTI AND 9STISATIOX Or 71442 Lamm=

Dorn Info11161)

porn batvton 1960 and 1971
Nia

Catalan

9.366

60.15

739

33,20

49

so:

6.312

39,70

347

39,74

24

0.15

- Catalan and Castllian
- Castilian

- Othar language.

11.902
fourcat

1

100

a
.1

113

Z.S74

ZOO

2 0 6

SlATIFLACX OF INDIVIDUALS STUDISO AND AO* OF amarraL IN CIVILOSIA

Rast of
School
Laval / Aga

Did not

4th
Grade
EDS

%

(02,0))

(9 -Ir

N'

4211110.1r

Catalonia,
Saleario Is.,
Valencia

65,94
55

2

Arrived in
Catalonia at
3 yrs of age
or leas

Spain
Arrivod ln
Catalonia at
4 yrs of age
or sore

09,37

Elstiobars

Arrived in
Catalonia at
2 yrs of age
or loss

Arrived in
Catalonia at
4 yrs of age
or Mars

04,69

6

Total

40,49
66

3

yrs)

7th
Grade

70,49

13,11

01,64

14,75

27,42

rca

(12-43
yrs)

N'

IMP

and
Grade
SUP-FP
(15-16
yrs)

43

75,00
N'

%

27

(01,23)

77,64

1

01,33
3

2

125

1

10,51

011,69

17

14

Total
V'

02,74

13,09

114

01,46
3

01,24
a

61

22,09
36

100

162

TIlLS

2

7

010108 OP 8C000LDIS OP TES Stab OP TI18 !Miff
AC0010710 TO OYVICIILL POPOLITiOX cOMOS (110(10.1111 IMO CATaLat (MOW

3

Origin of individuals studied,
according to
parents' birthplace

Did not
answer

Mains to read
or write, or
only with
difficulty

Incomplete
Primary

ducation

Primary
tion or ttr*
Crele of tab
completed

4

and cyan tif*
nomplet.d

Total

- FP (Pronesionallfraining)
- Secondary edu-

cation COmplond
Intormedist.
diploma
University

-

(8,43)

Catalan

X

15

(4,10)

Isaigrant
M.

I

%

(6,74)

V'

33

3801

31

1,48
18

a 1

23,113

4,71
IS

31,03
63

33,30
178

46,41

311,4S

17,43

73

41

37

163

34,00

12,31

17,09

100

81

341

143

115

47,80

*sI

?AILS

SUUZIONII UP 120lICIWAT 420011 1100011S1113 10 01111CtilT843 OF 00803.02104
Or 48134.831 OUrI Rillf012112 Z TIM MI= VAL (UMW! f 1)

MD MUIR

121 vu EIBOOL CLASII-4220122 (2)

Catals4.0r1044 popuittion (4)

Scboo1 Laval / Age

0-21
1

als 4rs4e %If
9-t4 Iris

All

GI*4* Ma

32.-1.1 yrs

4

l'

%

0*

26-40

11-73

76-140

a

1

2

1

a

-

-

13,03

-

46,67
31

63,64

-

42

33

33,)3
32

26,23
16

10,34
24

11,42
36

37,38

1044
1

31

11,40
7

a

-

It441

3

am
8

40,40
66

1

3,28
3

37,43
61

1,64

2n4 Grads 10889.4, 4
18-16 vs
8*

6,66

-

-

27,78
to

-

63,09

a

07,22
36

2,78

3,78

23

22,40

1

1

36

6

1,64

0,81

30,68

47,81

17,01

30,26

1,23

3.67

100

6$

78

03

Si

2

s

143

total

M°

3

16

116

I

11 I I

2 0 *

0111=100% III *10 2117112IGNor012 111 12110,1,8220 111200028

TN 211 tuumpalos assularnAL NIMIE11002111000 (Sweettoss V° 18 mad 1,1

Noteal Laval / )sa

ad mot

*Ways or 'nearly

*xsormr

elvers In Catalten

ApproaLeetaly

Always or nearly

Ittal

La

Catalan sod
Caat111410
1

4th Cradle /GS

0-10 yra

n

7th Credo /GS
12-1) yre

t
N'

2

(1,64)

Tta

(2,61)
11.

1

-

1

2

1

a

3,03

a

23,03
35

30.14
20

40,111

64,67

4

27

46

40,49
66

8,33

3,28

21,67

31,12

40,00

3

31

12

24

65,57
40

37,43
61

27,78
10

66,67
34

22,02
36

66.26

'11,11
4

52,78
19

22,22

7

14441

4,61

61.47

26061

17.64

6

61

41

61

111,44

V°

3

6,06

1

21214 Grade SUP-Nt

1S-16 yre

1

16

117

11$

1.66

141

Th*LS
10Cr4104

1

0

414 11111114002t041 111

iteellivre 141061110 =ten SCOWL CSA41-444011 !POMO)
fosestles,

$chool Leval

Aqs

Did sot
shower

11 SWII 144

Always of searly
always Ls Catalan

Apprealestely
equally UK

Cataluna:A

WW1**
3

4111 ams tab
(0..10 yrs)

11°

7th Grads tea
(11-1) yrs)

11.

30h Ones 1010.41
(11.46 yrs)

Metal

MVO

140.1

I)

6

4,02

4,13

3

3

47,22
I.
4

e

13,01P

17

30,3S
33

6,610

Si

118

1

Always et pearly
slamys is
Castillo*

2

Total

1

2

43,14
11

64,67
44

46,41
46

36,36
)4

34,24

33,70
20

33,70
20

61,30

43,30

31

36

37,42
61

10,00

37,76
10

4711

16

11,33
31

33,01
36

10,64

16,11

411,71

41

46

$3

16

1

41,111

163

1410

163
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MOM 04501 Of IPICTAT011 ailo INTIIIACOTONT LINHISTIC !SPOORS

POINTS

GRADING
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School Level / Age

3.5

Spectator Interlocutory

Spectator

Interlocutory

exposure

exposure

exposure

exposure

4610

Spectator Interlocutory Spectator Interlocutory
xpoeure expoeure
exposure exposure

total

4th Grads IGB

(HO yrs)

7th Grade NB

(1213 yrs)

31

41

31

29

17

35

16

18

10

100

34

43

28

10

7

100

14

47

42

17

14

10

100

33,13

30,0

40,0

39,28

24154

3008

11,04

100

30

10

16

la

40

34

11

10

43

N'

I

N

206 Grids BURP I
(15.11 yrs)

N

1,30

'total
I'

15

123

TIM*

1

1

TIMM or 11101011 TO 1111T101011 1N OUTMAN (1) AND
IN CUM ()
*sifts IP 11 sod 111

lohOol Lsvil / Ago

Old not snow

1

4th Grids 100
(1.10 yrs)

7th grids

2nd

2

1

0'

MO

(12.13 yro)

grade BUMP

(15.11 yrs)

1

N"

(1,11)
2

1

1

2

Wry day for

Dory dsy for

wog or less

ono hour or

two hours or

lios

ion

1

2

1

2

1

3

1

tets1

3

30,30

7,51

4,55

22173

22173

21,79

66,67

20

5

3

15

15

19

44

7

11

10117

71,19

2131

37,12

42

2

11

1

(1,14)

Thrss tilos a

or lsss

4

37129

11,64

3,39

30,51

35142

21

11

2

18

15

11,43

1

(1,21)

2

Om s sonth

6,06

(3121)

Total
l'

1

(2111)

N'

%

Never

.

4

2,41

4

46

40,41.

11,0

27171

12,16

61,11

2,08

22,00

4

11

10

15

22

1

31

11,50

1,99

27,50

24,81

21,00

47,01

1,11

10

i

41

40

40

11143
4

21,75

6

10101

124
Is

11,11

101

10

100

111

TAW
111001NOT Ot 11011141 tO

111
CAITILIAN 11) IND 111 ChTMAN

(Qusstioss IP 37 and 311)

Wool loll / Ags

Did not inewsr

(00 yrs)
901 oral gm
(1143 yrs)

2nd Grads SUP4P

(1546 yrs)

total

N'

I
II'

1

IP

1

(3,31)
2

(2,71)
1

(1,14)
3

hos s smith

Nis tiros a

Ivory day tor

boy day tor

or los

wok or lass

one hour or

two hours or

2

1

2

1

2

1

(1,52)

27,27

7201

15,15

9,23

11,13

1

11

47

10

6

13,54

31,91

1,47

22103

23173

23

5

13

14129

5,71

14,29

1

4th Orads t011

Waver

(3,11)
3

(2,71)
1

(441)
4

1

17,14
6

5

2040 47,17
31

71

3

sore

1

3

1

4,62

31,12

11,31

13164

3

31

1
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N'
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%
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3
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4
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COIRELITION8 BEMIS LINGUISTIC CONPITSICS

IND SIMI=

Domains
Indicators of Cospetence
and School Level / Age

Global

Neighbourhood

Pupils

Recrsations

Friends

Teacher

kbility to speak

Cktalan (ABM)
414, Grade MB (9-10)
7Tig Grade !GB (12-13)

2ng Grade BUP1P (15-16)

.35su
.331*

62*"

Global

HA

.21*

.37

.22

.24*

.21

.32"
.716"

.26

.15

.214"

.42*"

.31111

.2511*

.30***

.27"

501*
.52"*
.36*6

.536"

.475"

.531"

,30*

.744"

.91***

AS*"

.41***

,65*"

.54to

.43"

.52m

436"
,10

.54*"

,Colloquial fluoncy of

Villa

Pg Grade !GB (9-10)

.

.7th Grade IGB (1243)
2nd Grade BUP-IP (15-16)

111 1 o b a 1

57 *

"

.57***

AO"

.18

.76111

.561"

.86

ate"

.31***

Mc"

4T Grade IGB (9-10)

.20*

7;2

.05

.21*

.08

.03

.52***

,

. Coefficient of
'11iiinguality (CB)

Grade EGB (12-13)

Ara Grade BUMP (15-16)
11 1 13 b a 1

34*

A

.17

.02

.03

.08

.18,

.46**

.50**

.431*

.551"

40'

de"

.14*

.21"

al*

16*

22"

.12

.07

.09

.20

.01

.160*

.25*

.19

.27*

.14

47

.39**

.38*

.19

.28

.43"

,14"

.156

.13

.14*

.246"

Deeirse of interference in

Cflalin (DIM)
40 Grade EGB (9-10)
P, g, Grade

MB (12-13)

2ng Grade BUP-FP (15-16)

Global

34**
.38*

al"
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CoaffICIENTS 0? MULTIPLE REGRESSION MO=
"SPECTATOR EXPOSURE*, *INTERLOCUTOR! EXPOSURE*
AND *LINGUISTIC

DIMENSIONS AND MILL LINGUISTIC COMMENCE

C / 3

Sociolinguistic
disensions

Spectator exposure

Coefficient of
Dilinguality

.24

D I C T
Degree of
Interference
in Catalan

A R C ?
Ability to speak
Catalan
(Self-assessient)

Behaviour

Spectator exposure
Interlocutor exposure
Behaviour

.26

.17**

.28

.28

.33

C O L
Subjective
Colloquial
Fluency

45***
.27

Interlocutory exposure

BERAVIOGIM

.53**

1:18

.29

.32

47*

.36*
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PEAlsom E CORELATIONS SITMAIN fRRUENCE Of SIMURN TO
COMMUNICATION MEDIA IMO OTIAILL LINGUISTIC COMPATINO8

Ce
Couunication aadia

D I C T

A S C T

C O L

Coefficient of

Degree of

Ability to souk

Subjactivs

Silinguality

Interference
in Catalan

Catalan

Colloquial

(Self-asessseant)

rummy

-.15*

.08

-.14*

-,05

Television in Castilian
(161)

.01

(161)

-.07

(159)

(151)

.14,

.20"

(158)

(158)

Television in Catalan
fl

(100)

.04

(160)

.05

-.12

-.03

Radio in Castilian
(160)

.02

(160)

-.14*

(158)

-.11

(158)

-.17*

Radio in Catalan
(159)

(159)

(157)

.02

.04

(157)

-.11

files in Castilian
(161)

X

.05

(161)

.00

(159)

-.05

(159)

-.02

files in Catalan
(161)

Written media
(Reading patter)

(161)

(159)

tA6

.02

n

(159)

(159)

.27

(159)

ri 9

(158)

(151)

?Mil
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CONIILSTIOIS Of LINGUISTIC IIIITIOON NIT* OCNookATIIC COPOSITION
ACCoNDING To OSIEN (0) AND ifcCUTO1 (I) IND INTSILOCUTOIT
(I) LINGUISTIC MONIS

School WI( / Age

Global

Neighbourhood

?oils

Recreational

Scale

friends

leacher

Activities

4th Grade EGO

0
8

(MO yrs)

7th Grade EGO

(12.13 yrs)

eld Grade OUP-fil

(13-11 yrs)

olobol

I

JP"

0
1

.73;"
.161"

0
I

,511016

.21"

.76"

.63a

.79.0

.411664

.454"

.11".

.I9;"
71111

.40

Al'

.46

.59111
.79111

,75"1
.931"

.14;11

.751"

.43"

.211
ft
.43

.30

.6361"

.911"

.69111

.97111

.131"

at"'

.121"
oft".

.77"0

.11

.5641
.13".

,53;"
.71"1

.44",
.73".

.74."

140

.77111

41;11

441

TISLI

402

0111111222100 Or MUM 11201211 iCCOID1100 TO 140011IITIC ItlAflODi

Spectator Exposurs
hhadour

Catalan

highbourhood

School (pupils)

Iscrsational Activitiss

Cat, C/C Cast

Cat C/C Cut

Cat

C/C

41

3

St

3423
I
31

Catalan/Castilian
NI,

1

Cat

Catalan

C/C

Catalu/Cutilian

tut

Castilian

2

School (faschsr)

Cat C/C Cut

Cat C/C Cut

2

1

12

L

de

21

1

I

34

10

11

1$

7

19

11

13

6

22

5

1

15

5296

1

1

50

5321
3111
30

45

13

2122

12

23

1

96

17

53

1i

U 107

7

27

11

64

11

42

43

03

37

53

100

31

5

54

SI

14

39

I)

11

10

31

5

141

-

2

31

CisTilian
11/

39

Cut

Croup of friends

50

403

11101,1

011M101100 Of mom MATI001 =UM TO UP011ai

Linciulet1c lebariour
kluvlour

soithtouto04

Cat, QC Cut

t

100

1

110

1

1

Cit41100

12

School (pupas)
Cst

c/C Cut

3221
2111

19

Cat

Gallo

C/C

Cstalo/Cust1110

Cut

Cut 111in

0

C/C

cut

School (facto)

Cst C/C Cut

Cat C/C Cast

93

1

11

4

1)

1

21

1

II 2
1

2

30

45

13

50

6

11

77

3

10

3

11

12

2)

1

17

i

3

17

2

12

4

30

15

31

11

17

53

11

7

41

13

1

11

07

11

11

95

7

27

62

1

19

16

2

4

10

1

Cot Olin
$0

Cit

Croup of trio*

10

Cats lan/cutIllan
94

*grotto:A ktivitiss

5 111

Thil

I

4

4

MOOS g COUELATIOI HMI MUM OP NOM/ TO
COIOIONICAT100 IITOU &TO 1.111131211TIC

Coenniostion Wit

Neighbourhood

Tudor

Pupils

lecreetionsl

?rinds

Globale

ketivities

.22"

-.11"

-.04

(111)

(111)

(115)

.156

.114

(151)

(160)

(160)

(114)

(141)

.06

.00

,03

.05

Ai

.04

(151)

(110)

(160)

(114)

(141)

(160)

.01

.03

Television in Castillo

(14

.26".

.15

(141)

.33"

Televisicel hi Citslin

Lino

in Castilla

Radio In

10

radio

12

,17.

.131

.24"

(151)

(15))

(151)

(114)

(41)

PAM

AO

.01

.04

,04

.04

(HI)

(161)

(115)

(141)

(161)

.07

.07

.06

.07

.07

(161)

(111)

(115)

(141)

(161)

Mu in eistalin
(160)

1

-.03

ii

(160)

fliss In Malin

Watling

210.

oe414

(Wing sato)

n

(151)

.31"6
(151)

.41.66
(151)

.21"

nu)

34."
(147)

.40".
(151)

f&IL1

I-1

MAGI 110014 or 100.01 11000140 11 MIS MOTU, AC004100
10 011011
Or /11011140,14 &ND TIS PORN

Or IMMO* 0110 TV tin

MUM
(n

*MAN
Interest.
centre

14

27

(a

11

It

37

10

11

22

34)

OMAN

CASTILIAN

body%
orbs kItchen
and the

=IQ

DOUGRANTS

IS)

Oral Written Orel Written

'The hums

111314142

(1

CA5T114i11

Oral Written Ord Written

31)

=Ulla

CkralAX

Oral Written Oral fatal

33,1

20

33,1

33

24

10

33

21

11,5

17,5

10,5

31,5

23

11

30

22

10

asts

23.5

31

is

35

33

23,1

11,3

34

160

31,41

31,5

dliting0rooal

sttsga

21
31

10

31

20

11

MO 10.4

21,1

361

15,1

TAII1

10 3

avtIAOIN4 130 coauLaTION Or cormarsts Or $1111101A&If1
geo10100 to 011010 or 10111100W NOD fORN 41 tItIt8S1ON Ult0 tN 1N1 IttICISI

OTAGO
(n

Intorest.
centre

*The torn

1101IC1MI

15)

(n

01.01A1.

34)

(n

Orel Written Correlation Otal Written Correlation Oral

Written Correlation

.077

.107

.43

-433

.002

.30

Au

.040

.110

.014

.11

.012 0.111

.31'

.031

-.171

.040

.014

.774

.776"

.445

.111

.141

411

.431

-.1141

body*

*The klteben
and the

dininprool4
sae street°

.127
0.111

04104

144

31)

.41"

AO"'

